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To get you in the mood for
our show in June, here is a
shot of Doug Kershaw from
the New Orleans Jazz
Festival in 2006
Our thanks to Paul Harris for
always having a picture
when we need it.
Doug Kershaw © Paul Harris

Tony Papard gets confused
Mr Angry admits his failure
Ken Major bakes up another dozen
We “borrow” more stuff from Nick Cobban
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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Captain Biggles says “I've
just listened to ‘Video Killed
the Radio Star’ by The
Buggles and my mind
boggles at the advances in
music since my day so
HOLD THE THIRD PAGE! ”
Hi Gang,
What a great night we all had at Gerry’s back on 7th February, certainly the most successful yet of
what are proving to be hugely popular ‘soirees’ at this long established Soho theatrical/show
business watering hole, deep in the heart of Soho. Ken Major, our illustrious hard working
membership secretary, coined the perfect phrase whilst enthusiastically describing the evening
thus - “Heart and Soul Of Tales From The Woods” - that folks shall head all future advertising art
work for what we sincerely hope will be many twice/thrice annually events.
Whilst in the surrounding streets, the hoi polloi were crowding and shoving inside pubs and bars,
shouting above a predictable canned soundtrack, or clung on to their glasses amongst the
cacophony and pollution of the city streets outside the establishments of their choice, not for us
Woodies; we were inside in comfort, recreating an age now sadly past when live music rang from
countless venues in this historical, vibrant and sometimes seedy area of London.
A stripped down ensemble, consisting of three members of the Tales From The Woods Band,
performed, guests from the floor stepped forward to perform a song or two, from young bucks just
starting out, to old stagers who have spent a lifetime treading the boards. However, all have one
thing in common, the love of performing, the love of music, revellers too from far and wide, from
their twenties to mid-eighties, all digging the music and company. Now tell me gang, who else or
where else could you find such ambience? If you can find it, I promise, I’ll eat all my hats.
Don’t just take my word for it; here is just a selection of words of praise from those who were there
that evening in February.

Darren Vidler

Ray Lee

Kevin Stenson
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Shaunny Longlegs

Allan Bailey

Bill Farrow

Peter Stockton

Richie Milton

Robb, John and Jeff

I really enjoyed last night. John Spencely and his band were comfortably brilliant and many of the
acts were good too. I particularly held my breath for the young 'Ted' who struggled to hold his
nerve and, because of that, did very well. The older performers (some of them in their eighties)
were proper troopers and I enjoyed seeing Richie Milton who I booked with his Lowdown for a
village gig in 1996.
I used to play the piano in a Rock'n'Roll band and haven't played for more than four years but last
night made me decide that I just might start practising again for my own amusement. I don't have
a keyboard at the moment but, rusty as I am, I think I could have plonked along with the
Rock'n'Roll tunes.
A lovely evening. Perhaps you could do a write up in the mag next time so I could put names to
those who sang and played.
Regards
Dave Parker
Good gig last night Keith.
Many thanks
Tony Burke
You pulled-it-off, once again, Keith... a fabulous evening at Gerry’s. We think you're a very special
bloke, thanking you profusely.
Roger James & Susan Boyle (the one that doesn’t sing). We love ya!
Just a brief note to say how much Bernard and I enjoyed the night at Gerry's. Really was a super
impromptu do. Amazing where you get all the talent from!
Ray Palmer
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I thoroughly enjoyed last night, thank you. Loved the music and it was good to catch up with
people I haven't seen for a while, and to meet and chat with others previously unknown to me;
what a lovely group of people! Carry on the good work. Many thanks
Bernie Durso (Incidentally the best pillion rider I’ve ever had on my bike - H)
Yes young Keith - a great night, as usual. Mr Dillon was very pleased with the attendance. At
times, it was like a comedy script for TV - e.g. the chap asking me where the dressing rooms were
and the chap asking MIke Dillon why he did not have a lift for his wheelchair!
Roll on the next one.
Peter Stockton
You are right that was a great night. Let's have many more!
Cheers
Ian Saddler
Sums it up perfectly. Just love the place. The company and buzz of live music. The way to world
peace without a doubt! Very glad to be part of this. Cheers to all
Allan Bailey
Thank you very much for a very enjoyable night, good music in a room full of appreciative and
friendly people, well worth my trip from Hastings. I left the club at 9.30 pm and went through my
front door at 11.05, fastest ever home run. With Louis Prima singing in my head I switched on
YouTube to watch him performing and there was Sam Butera blowing his horn. Happy memories,
Martyn Harvey
Well! That’s some recommendation gang, is it not? We all had so much fun, we’re going to do it
again, on Thursday 9th May, although we must issue a warning; if you don’t like enjoying yourself
best not to be anywhere near 52 Dean Street in Soho on that day. The Tales From The Woods
Band will be back with us, not the stripped down version, but the full rocking five piece. I’m so
pleased to announce within these pages that we’ll be welcoming back our very lovely Claire
Hamlin whom many of you know has not been too well a bunny of late, wonderful news indeed. If
that’s not enough, Alex too will be packing his tenor sax, heading
out from his country home on the edge of Epping forest to catch a
central line tube train to Gerry’s. A very special evening for many
reasons, another being this will be the first evening filming will
begin of the Tales From The Woods documentary, not before
time, a full length feature on all activities associated with the
organization, an idea that has been swimming in my head for
many a year, and it’s finally going to happen. Welcome aboard
new Woodie and filmmaker Andrew, leading a project that was
born at the February soiree, suitably commencing at the next, continuing through to our June 16th
show at the 100 Club and beyond, possibly through to a proposed near Christmas party. All are
welcome to speak to the camera, be it performers seasoned or beginning, fans young and old,
once again us here at Tales From The Woods are going to show the world how it should be
done. Looking forward to it already, we’re going to have a ball.















Just a couple of weeks after our
soiree at Gerry’s, yours truly along
with Andrew, the aforementioned
documentary filmmaker, on Tuesday
21st May will be heading out on the
mighty sea, to scramble aboard the
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good ship Radio Caroline. It’s been a few years since I last donned my sea legs to broadcast live
on Dell Richardson’s “Good Rockin’ Tonight” show, leaving it very much in the professional hands
of Woodie first class, Mr Peter Gold, whose appearances on the show are frequent, hugely
popular and widely influential in getting word out of all things Tales From The Woods to all
corners of the globe. However Peter may appreciate a little help spreading the word about one of
the most important shows in TFTW history coming up on 16th June at the 100 Club, when a true
legend of our music will be striding out upon that hallowed stage, I refer of course to Doug
Kershaw.
I shall be playing a few personal favourites, along with some of the performers who have
appeared on TFTW shows over the years, maybe a surprise or two, so don’t forget to tune in from
7pm thru to 10pm. Send an email, call in, say hello, it’s been a while, like I said, I might be a bit
rusty, need a little encouragement, looking forward to it gang.

























Time flies doesn’t it gang? At the time of typing we are just three months to the very day before
our incredible show at the 100 Club, Sunday June 16th when the man himself, Raging Cajun Mr
Doug Kershaw, The Louisiana Man, will be stepping out onto the 100 Club stage. If you have not
bought tickets yet, may I hurry you all a little bit? If you want reserved seating, I must hurry you
more than just a little bit, they are certainly being snapped up. When purchasing tickets please
advise us not only that you require reserved seating, also which stage side you prefer to be, stage
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front seating without tables has reached capacity, stage right (as you enter) with tables is filling,
stage left with tables at this point in time still quite plentiful. Of course many prefer to stand, not
just the younger bucks; a veteran Woodie I posed the question would he prefer a seat reserved,
gave me a glancing look that left little to the imagination. “Why would I want that?” he enquired
without a trace of humour upon his weathered face that had witnessed countless Rock’n’Roll
shows over many decades, before hurriedly making his way to the bar of one of those regular
watering holes in central London where TFTW gang members meet regularly on the last Thursday
of each month.
I’m rambling! Anyhow back to the point, if you are buying tickets direct from the 100 Club, there
are no TFTW membership discounts as they can’t provide this service, you have to come via Tales
From The Woods
Doug is raring to go, he can’t wait to get to London, the band are excited, busily rehearsing.
Graham Fenton too is very excited, particularly at the possibility he may be providing backing
vocals for Doug on a number or three, as well as doing his high octane rocking set. I’ve already
said that this is going to be a show that will go down in annals of not just TFTW history but roots
music generally, a memory forever to savour and share forever.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to guitarist, composer, singer, innovator
of what became known as “Surf Sound”, Dick Dale who died aged 81 on 16th March 2019.
Born in Boston Massachusetts on 4th May 1937, real name being Richard Monsour, his father a
Lebanese immigrant and mother of Polish extraction, he grew up in the Lebanese neighbourhood
of Quincy, where sounds of both Arabic music and east European polkas filtered those tender
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young ears along with home grown sounds of 1940s dance bands and rhythm & blues. By all
accounts he was a child prodigy who took to learning multi instruments as a duck to water; piano,
guitar, trumpet, ukulele, even before childhood gave way to his teen years.
As the forties progressed into the fifties, the
family upped sticks and headed west,
settling in the Los Angeles coastal town of
El Segundo, where his father acquired a
job as a machinist at Hughes Aircraft
Company. By now at high school in his
mid-teens, he quickly learnt the art of
surfing, for the young Dick Dale to come,
and his time was split equally between
surfing and what by now had become his
instrument of preference, the guitar. Never
shy of ambition he was soon performing in
Dick Dale, The Concorde,
neighbourhood bars, performing mostly
Brighton 03-07-95, © Paul Harris
country music, and local TV beckoned. He
was, at this time, no longer Richard Monsour, but the far more poster and image friendly Dick
Dale.
Soon he found himself becoming a major attraction, filling the large “Rendezvous” ballroom on the
Balboa peninsula with ease, regularly attracting audiences of 3000 each and every weekend,
mostly made up of teenage surfers. Experimenting with reverb and Arabic scales, Leo Fender got
to hear about this young guy who was blowing the crowds and the speakers. A friendship soon
struck up between them, which resulted in a collaboration with the James B Lansing loudspeaker
company design 15 inch speakers that allowed volume variations without blowing them to pieces.
His first record release was “Let’s Go Tripping” in 1961, pretty much considered as the blue print
for Surf music, released on his own label DelTone, which suggests he was no slouch in the
business department either.
Left handed but playing a standard right handed Fender
Stratocaster upside down, 1962 saw the release of “Misirlou”, his
biggest ever hit, his calling card for the remainder of his life, a rock
instrumental filled with energy and excitement that equalled Duane
Eddy, though maybe not quite the menace of many a Link Wray
track. Towards the end of same year his debut album “Surfers
Choice” was released and surf music had now well and truly
arrived. Capitol records, home of the Beach Boys, came a knocking
for Dick. They released his first album the following year 1963,
appropriately titled “King Of The Surf Guitar”, a single of the title
track carried the message by being released a couple of months
previously. Naturally cameos followed in the cash-in, teenage surf
movies “Beach Party” 1963, and “Muscle Beach Party” 1964.
He was indeed by now king of the hill and bought a mansion to prove it, keeping pet tigers in the
grounds. He appeared on the Ed Sullivan Show, and numerous times on Dick Clark’s Bandstand.
The aforementioned Beach Boys, who were by now well on to their way to their creative peak,
covered both “Miserlou” and “Let’s Go Tripping”. However, clouds were appearing on the horizon
upsetting the beach party, blowing in from Liverpool, England, four young blokes with strange
accents and haircuts; the Beatles had stormed the US, soon to be followed by many other British
acts.
Dick paid little heed and kept up a relentless tour schedule, until that is, serious illness struck at
age just 30 in 1967. Diagnosed with renal cancer, he quit the music business, taking life quietly,
enjoying each day as it came. 1979 saw yet another health scare after a minor swimming
accident, and later through pollution related complications he came close to having a leg
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amputated, resulting in him becoming an environmentalist activist for life. The cause would finally
bring Dale back to performing, although it would be another seven years before being tempted to
record, a workout with Stevie Ray Vaughan on “Pipeline” with another seven year hiatus before an
album entitled “Tribal Thunder” 1993, nominated for a Grammy with heavy tour schedules both
home and overseas.
In 1994, “Miserlou” was used on the soundtrack of the Quentin Tarantino movie “Pulp Fiction” and
a whole new and far younger audience beckoned. In 1995, Dick Dale finally made it to the UK,
performing at Islington’s “Garage” venue in north London. I, along with what in the decade that
followed would become known as Woodies, attended although at the time many of us didn’t
actually know each other. In the audience too that night were a fair splattering of famous faces,
including erstwhile and very much missed DJ John Peel.
The following year saw the release of his third renaissance album “Calling Up Spirits” before
things went quiet again this side of the Atlantic. As the present century dawned further health
problems arose, after being diagnosed with diabetes. He was inducted into the musicians hall of
fame in 2009, and two years later the surfing community of Southern California finally got round to
recognising the king of Surf Guitar by including his name on the surfers walk of fame.
Continuing health problems created horrendous medical bills that kept him performing almost
nightly into his eighties despite being in constant pain doing so. At the time of his death his dates
were booked through to almost Christmas.

























It came as a shock to many of us here at Tales From The
Woods to hear the very sad news of the passing of
Margaret Lewis from Shreveport, Louisiana, a close friend
of many Woodies and a gracious host to those among us
who were lucky enough to be on one of Ken Major’s
Stomping USA tours. I know a few who were elated beyond
their wildest dreams to perform and play alongside Margaret
on the Louisiana Hayride stage. I was personally honoured
when Margaret accepted our offer to be a very special guest
on a couple of our very early Rock’n’Roll heritage shows.

2i's 2 at the 100 Club in 2008

Discussions were ongoing between John Spencely (lead guitarist of the TFTW band) and I to
possibly try and bring her back for another show, but sadly that now can never be, a double blow
being that it was before our shows were filmed for posterity, so we have nothing to offer for our
YouTube channel of her wonderful performance. However what we do have is our memories, so if
you were on any of those “Stomping USA” trips and would like to share them with us, or perhaps if
you were at our 100 Club shows during first decade of this century and would like to offer your
thoughts, or neither of these but you may have met Margaret independently, equally please feel
free to email, write and tell us.

























A few days later we received yet more sad news, again a performer who quickly became close
friends with travelling Woodies whilst out Stateside; Louisiana rockabilly, swamp pop singer Jay
Chevalier whose career, like Margaret’s, stretched back to the earliest days of Rock'n'Roll and
rockabilly. We shall be paying tribute to Jay within the pages of Issue 109.

























Scott Walker too left us, at the relatively early age of 76. Some of our readers may be amazed to
discover that Scott cut some rockabilly as young as 16, celebrating his early years and post pop
fame as an interpreter of tragedian chanson songwriter Jacques Brel as the opinion of many
would say, no one ever did it better.
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TFTW

TOP 10

26th January 2019 ~ 26th March 2019
Position
1. (1)
Peter Donegan - I'll Never Fall In Love Again*
2. (2)
Dave Berry - The Crying Game
3. (3)
Peter Donegan - It Takes A Worried Man
4. (6)
Mike Berry - Tribute To Buddy Holly
5. (5)
Peter Donegan - Rock Island Line
6. (7)
P.P. Arnold - The First Cut Is The Deepest
7. (10) Billie Davis - Tell Him
8. (-)
The Allisons - Are You Sure
9. (4)
Peter Donegan - I Wanna Go Home
10. (9) Chas Hodges - Travelin' Light
(Previous chart position shown in brackets)

Plays
39,838
2,419
1,936
1,595
943
809
676
577
493
413

Total plays on the TFTW channel for this period = 55,234 (56,733)
Total plays on the TFTW channel to date = 267,173
See all available videos by going to our website at www.TFTW.org.uk and clicking the YouTube link
Chart compiled by Denis Hoare

























Hi Gang,
Back with part two of my TFTW YouTube top twelve personal favourite videos of
our shows. As you may recall in Issue 107 I dealt with my list in chronological
order of preference, this second part contains those I felt deserved to be included, a bubbling
under section, all of which are not in any order of preference.
1

Dave Sampson

Live At Halstead

Dating back to 2012, filmed at one of TFTW’s extremely rare provincial theatre
shows and one of the very few complete performances on our YouTube channel
weighing in at close to 45 minutes of this sadly missed, hugely talented
performer and good friend to all us Woodies who left us far too early.

2

Brian “Licorice” Locking

The Prayer

From the same theatre in that sleepy Essex town, former bassist with Sir Cliff
Richard’s Shadows, Marty Wilde’s Wildcats, Vince Eager, Vince Taylor, and Tony
Sheridan to name but five, lays his bass down to take a harmonica from his pocket
to offer this beautiful instrumental rendition of his friend and predecessor in the
Shadows, Jet Harris, who had passed away not long before this show was filmed.
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3

Tony Sheridan

Detroit City

This hugely talented musician came to perform at the 100 Club in 2010, the
oldest segment in this particular section, featuring the Tales From The Woods
Band MK1, with John Spencely debuting on lead guitar. Between Tony and
John they are directing musical content through the Bobby Bare country classic
in what was a totally unrehearsed set, something that now would never be
considered for a second. We so much wanted to bring Tony back for another
(this time rehearsed) show, but sadly we lost him before it came to fruition.
4

Velvet Candles

Little Darling

Even the most hardened roots music fans amongst us agree that this
doo-wop group from Barcelona, Spain are by far the most authentic
group of this kind ever witnessed this side of the Atlantic. This
amazingly professional outfit has performed two shows for us, first with
Tommy Hunt in 2017 then again the following year for our highly praised
Doo-Wop spectacular. Once you’ve refreshed the video, check out last
year’s interview with the group conducted by fellow countryman, Marti
Canal.
5

Kingsize Taylor

Watch Your Step

Wow! What an intro, nailed to perfection by lead guitarist maestro, musical
director of Tales From The Woods Band, this was Ted “Kingsize” Taylor’s third
appearance on our heritage shows, in company of other Dominos celebrating
the City Of Liverpool. Personally I prefer the first occasion that Ted performed
this Bobby Parker song for us; however Denis, our YouTube engineer advises
us that the sound is superior on this segment. By the time of his third visit, Ted’s
voice showed the effect of recent serious illness and the tragic loss of his wife.
Without doubt Kingsize Taylor and the Dominos were the ace Rock’n’Roll/rhythm and blues band
to emerge from Liverpool.
6

Cliff Edmonds

A Mess Of Blues

Cliff without doubt possesses one of the finest voices in British Rock’n’Roll, a
hugely underestimated talent as this 2012 showing at the Borderline proves
beyond doubt, tackling this Elvis Presley classic in his own imitable way without
succumbing to any clichés associated with the Tupelo Mississippi flash. Time Mr
Edmonds returned, I reckon.
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Ralph Edwards

Ain’t No More Cane On The Brazos

Our man from the Welsh borders possesses many talents, a gifted artist whose
cartoons have graced the pages of our magazine, any number of birthday and
Christmas cards for many a Woodie far and wide, Morris dancer, musician,
singer, composer, author. Here Ralph performs a moving piece of Folk music
history in a passionate, earthy fashion, richly deserving of a healthy number of
hits on our YouTube channel since it first appeared, performed at the Spice Of
Life, Soho in 2018.
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Zoot Money

Sweet Little Rock'n'Roller

I love this segment, mostly for the way TFTW Band drummer Jeff Tuck (who
without doubt is the finest Rock’n’Roll drummer in the UK) gets off, musically
speaking with Zoot as he takes this Chuck Berry classic into very jazzy
11

directions. There were many present at the 100 Club at this show who were there because of
Zoot, others not so, a typically diverse event.
9

Booga Red

Digging The Boogie

The duo performed a slot in support of Blues veteran Shaky Vick; Steve English
on guitar and our very own, lovely, Claire Hamlin on keyboards. Claire, as many
of you know, has not been too well of late, but will be back doing what she does
best very soon. In the meantime here she is, allowing Steve to take a rest whilst
she boogies away with all the facial expressions that we have come to love her
for.
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Wee Willie Harris

I’ve Got A Mind To Ramble

Willie performed countless shows for us between 2006 and 2016 and, during
those years, he headlined, opened the show, and has been a special guest,
playing at private parties and informal jam sessions. I’m one of those people
who think that Willie is at his best tackling blues based skiffle songs as proved
here at the Borderline, on the last show to date, Barry Few blowing up a feeling
on trumpet along with excellent sax break by TFTW’s very own Alex Bland. You
could be forgiven upon hearing but not seeing, that this was recorded
somewhere in Soho during the fifties.
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Sweet Georgia Boys

Jump For Joy

It’s hard to believe that all that you see and hear is created just by two
musicians on piano and drums, not even a bass is required, let alone a guitar.
The Sweet Georgia Boys’ diary is full throughout 2019 and already filling up for
2020, these guys are one of the most popular acts on the Rock’n’Roll circuit
and if you have seen them, then you know why. If not, check out this video, and
you’ll soon see why.
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Mike Berry

Mailman Bring Me No More Blues

Mike is a true professional, indeed a joy to work with, and is a regular on the
forever touring silver sixties shows. Mike loves to play our events as he gets a
chance to stretch out and do material he wouldn’t be able to on those package
shows. Here he tackles one of my favourite Buddy Holly songs to perfection;
Brit Rock’n’Roll don’t get much better than this.
Next Issue 109, it will be my favourite top twelve American performances on
our YouTube channel.

Letters to the Editor
There was a really good turnout at the Cinema Museum on Saturday 16th March for ‘Oh Boy – It’s
Jack Good!’ I was disappointed that just a very few of those who were there were people who I
would have expected to attend such an event, although I know that Garth, Bill, John and Ken
enjoyed it just as much as I did. The documentary’s producer Paul Rumbol was in conversation
with film producer and historian Tony Sloman about his yet-to-be-finished (and currently running at
around three hours, with more footage to add next week) tribute to pioneering pop TV producer
Good, which runs the whole gamut of his extensive career in music TV. Because the talk was
about the man’s - well, ‘invention’ is the only word for it – of live pop music television, the footage
centred only on his first major music show ‘Oh Boy!’ (the format for which he successfully
repeated on US TV in the 1960s, with ‘Shindig’). But there was more than enough to discuss and
watch, even though only four full episodes (and some home-made audio and movie footage) are
currently known to survive.
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New interviews with some of the show’s biggest stars (a few of whom have, sadly, died since
Rumbol started putting the film together a few years back, including Good himself) made the
documentary all the more illuminating, and anyone who has any interest whatsoever in the advent
of Rock'n'Roll in the UK will find it to be ‘must watch’ stuff. I’m reasonably knowledgeable about
the era, having lived through the tail end of it, but I learned a few new things along the way as well
as delighting in all the footage I had never seen before. Unfortunately Rumbol can’t find anyone
who is interested in picking it up for DVD distribution or for screening on TV, despite also having
made a 70-minute edit for broadcasting purposes. So sadly you might have to wait a while for a
chance to see it.
But it was a great night out in great surroundings. And it was
great to see some clips that I previously only owned in third
hand, grainy VHS quality and with the vocals slightly out of
synch with the images. The show never featured many US
stars of the period – mostly due to work permit issues,
although that was a point that neither the film maker nor his
interviewer touched on. One of the few who it did feature
was Brenda Lee, then 14 years old and still more than a year
away from her first British hit. Brenda sang two songs in the
show. If you weren’t there and could have been – well, you
should have been.
Tony Rounce
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Alba gu bràth!
I regret to announce that my plan to speed Scottish independence from the United
Kingdom has been abandoned. I'll tell you why.
It has long occurred to me that there was no credible figurehead for the Scottish
independence movement. The man who fronted the original campaign has found
himself in court for alleged sexual offences. He also looks like a toad, when one would
prefer someone who looked like a hero.
His successor, known to the Scots as “Wee Stiggie” is no better as an inspirational
leader looking, as she does, like the third member of the comedy duo The Krankies,
perhaps as a cousin to Wee Jimmy Krankie, also a woman, by the way.
So I thought the Scots might prefer not to be ruled by a female who could use the
quadruple barrelled surname Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-Gluckstein after her given
name of Elizabeth had her forebears not adopted the name Windsor, from the address
of the castle that they called home.
Instead, they could revert to rule by the Stuarts, who pre-dated the Hanoverians, and
all the other Germans who have ruled over us since 1714. There were nine Scottish
Stuart kings from 1371 to 1603, but the line faltered in 1714, and in came the
Krauts.
However, I immediately discovered a couple of problems, the first being that the
Stewarts, to give the name its original spelling, came from Brittany, in France, shortly
after William the Conqueror and all that. So despite their rule in Scotland, they were
basically Frogs.
The second problem arose when I decided to discover if there was anyone in the House
of Stuart who had claim to the Scottish crown today, and I found him.
As an alternative to the centuries of German rule he turned out to be a non-starter. He
is Franz, Duke of Bavaria otherwise known as Franz Bonaventura Adalbert Maria
Herzog von Bayern; born 14 July 1933, head of the House of Wittelsbach, the former
ruling family of the Kingdom of Bavaria. His great-grandfather was King Ludwig the
Third, the last ruling monarch of Bavaria until deposed in 1918. He has a valid claim
to the Scottish throne, but chooses not to exercise it.
So it looks like we must persuade Sean Connery out of retirement
and his tax haven to lead the campaign if we are ever to rid
ourselves of those we subsidise in North Britain.
Or, we could insist that we English folk get to vote on the question
as to whether Scotland should go it alone or not. I can guess
which way we poor sods who have to pay for our prescriptions,
pay to park in hospital car parks, and pay for the university
education of our offspring would choose.
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Prosecutors in the Lana Clarkson murder case will call on 4 witnesses who were subject to
consequences similar to Lana’s, the hostess/actress who was found shot at Spector’s home in Alhambra. One is
Dorothy Melvin who was a manager for Joan Rivers who had been dating Spector and went to his home in
1993. In the morning she woke to find Spector outside pointing a gun at her and her car. Prosecutors are
proceeding on a theory of “implied malice,” alleging Spector did not intend to kill Clarkson, but caused her death
by reckless behaviour and taking an extreme risk. Defense attorney Linda Kenny-Baden said “science will show
you her death was caused by a self-inflicted gunshot wound, science cannot tell you what was in her mind”. She
cited emails Clarkson sent saying she is going to “chuck it all because it’s too much for a girl to bear” Source:
Linda Deutsch, Las Vegas. Review-Journal, 27.4.2007
2.
“Viva Elvis” is a Canadian Cirque du Soleil production on the Las Vegas Strip. Erich Van Tourneau is the
37 years old music supervisor and producer of the show’s album the “Viva” album. It was released Nov. 9 but
not as big selling in the first week as “Love” the Cirque soundtrack which re-mastered the Beatles by George
Martin. Erich listened to 3000 hours of Elvis and hopes Sony Legacy will put up a website with a map to each
song listing every sample. A suggested “breakout single” could be “A Little Les Conversation”. Erich says “My
goal was to have Elvis back and dangerous. To re-imagine Elvis and not simply to put a big beat under it, but
trying to translate the songs in 2010”. Elvis fans were more sceptical about messing with the King but Erich is
proving himself to be trustworthy, and the disc will be the show’s ambassador. Source: Mike Weatherford, L.V.
Review-Journal, 21.11.2010
3.
“Suspicious Minds” is the first single off the new Viva Elvis-The Album CD. Tom Cording, vice president
of media relations for Legacy Recordings, Sony Music Entertainment’s catalogue division says ”I can
understand why the purist may be cautious and hesitant, but the album is a new way to bring Elvis’ music to a
whole new younger audience.” Erich van Tourneau produced the new songs sampling Elvis’ music and voice
with more modern styles like punk, garage rock and hip-hop plus voice overs and sound effects. Jerry Dean,
operations manager for Entercom, Memphis’ 5 radio stations, said he probably won’t play it. Miami oldies station
WMXJ-FM plans to play the new version of “Suspicious Minds”. Other songs include “King Creole”, “That’s All
Right”, “Blue Suede Shoes” and “Love Me Tender”. Source: Adrian Sainz, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 19.10.2010
4.
Joya Sherrill was born in Bayonne, N.J. While at school her father arranged for her to meet Duke
Ellington so she could sing the lyrics she had written to his “Take The A Train”. 6 months later in July 1942 he
hired her when she finished high school. She left to attend Wilberforce University, but returned in 1944 for 2
years when she married Richard Guilmenot. Occasionally she worked for the Duke but also recorded under her
own name. Sponsored by the State Dept., the Benny Goodman band played behind the Iron Curtain, the first
Jazz ensemble to do so. Joya joined them and caused some unrest when she sang a Russian folk song
“Katyusha” in Russian, a newspaper said she sang it in an “unfamiliar cabaret style”. She became host on a
kid’s TV show called “Time for Joya” & “Joya’s Fun School”. Joya died aged 85, 28.6.10. Source: Peter
Keepnews, N.Y. Times 9.7.2010

5.
Liberace began playing piano aged 4 and at one point was the highest paid entertainer in the world.
Never had a hit record but his signature tune “I’ll Be Seeing You” was famous. His museum closed October
2010. Since announcement of the closure, attendance soared from an average of 98 a day in September to 385
a day during October. Poor investments dropped the museum endowment from $10m 5 years ago to $1m today.
The museum lost about $1m in 2007 and 2008. The foundation awarded about $450k a year music scholarships
but by 2008 it dwindled to $104,500.00. Since 1976 the foundation awarded more than $6m. One problem for
the museum was its location in a strip mall at 1775 E. Tropicana Ave which isn’t within walking distance of the
Strip. Plans are under way to take part of the $12m museum collection on the road. Source: Jane Ann Morrison,
Las Vegas-Review, Oct 2010

6.
Johnnie Ray High Jr. aged 80, was born May 1st 1929 and grew up in McGregor, Texas. Aged 14 he
had a radio show in nearby Waco. In 1974 he started shows converting an old movie theatre in Grapevine,
Texas, calling it the Grapevine Opry. He then moved the show to Fort Worth and Haltom City, Texas before
settling in Arlington, Texas in 1995. The show is televised nationally. Johnnie helped to launch the careers of
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Boxcar Willie and LeAnn Rimes among others. He died March 17th 2010 at his home in in Bedford Texas from
heart disease said his daughter Luanne Dorman. Source: Los Angeles Times, 23.3.2010
7.
Sue Thompson was born in Nevada, Mo., and by the age of 7 was singing cowboy songs and playing
guitar. She quit Missouri when her family moved to California and eventually became a recording star. In 1961
her single “Sad Movies (Make Me Cry)” was in the top 5 sellers in America, and established her as a top rank
recording star. Now living in Pahrump, Sue. aged 85 is currently writing an autobiography, and plans to donate
the profits to help homeless animals. Sue recently visited the Best Friends Animal Society in Kanab, Utah, and
with the co-founder Faith Maloney went to Casa del Calmar where the FeLV-positive cats live on the Sanctuary
grounds. Dan Keenan, the book’s co-author said Sue’s time at the Sanctuary was special and “She loved
everything about being at Best Friends. She wants to return”. Source: Cathy Scott, Pahrump Valley Times,
16.7.2010

8.
A more than full tabloid page addresses a British invasion of media rudeness and confrontational
journalism, exampling Martin Bashir when interviewing Michael Jackson who revealed he takes children to bed.
Jackson’s manager said later this triggered the dependence on painkillers that led to the singer’s death. Gebe
Doppelt, former boss of “Mademoiselle” said “In England, breaking boundaries or shocking people is an
obligation”. Virtually no U.S. TV host has dared to be as outright as Simon Cowell when he humiliates talentless
contestants, who said “there are so many words I can drag out of my vocabulary to say how awful that was”.
Michael Hirschorn who runs Ish Entertainment said “As a producer we’d always be warned never to have British
people on our shows because no-one would understand what they’re saying”. Source: Zachary Roth, L.A.
Times, 29.8.2010

9.
Chubby Checker performed at a noontime concert at Philadelphia City Hall in front of an audience of
1000. Chubby’s 1960 cover version of the Hank Ballard & the Midnighters song, The Twist, released a year
earlier became a smash hit and remains the only single to reach no. 1 in the U.S Charts in two separate runs in
1960 and 1962. The record was released on July 9th 1960 and became popular after he performed it for Dick
Clark on his Philadelphia based American Bandstand”. Chubby, now aged 68 and trim, wore a denim jacket and
skin tight jeans. He performed some of his other dance craze hits including “The Fly” “Pony Time” and “The
Hucklebuck”. Chubby said that “Back in the ‘60s you couldn’t do the Hucklebuck because it was nasty. It’s 2010,
everything is nasty so we’re going to do it”. This he did with hip thrusts and with ease. Source: Joann Loviglio,
Las Vegas Review-Journal, 10.7.2010

10.
Reggie Leon Battise grew up near 95th and Emerald and attended Chicago’s Kipling grade school. He
went to Mather, then studied sculpture at the School of the Art Institute. He hosted a local TV show in the ‘70s
which taught disco, dancing and he appeared with the band The Busboys. He lived in Italy for a time and was a
regular on the TV show “Fantastico” singing R&B in three languages, He toured with the Houston Grand Opera
in “Porgy & Bess” and won parts in the movie “White Men Can’t Jump” and “Staying Alive”. He sang on the
sound track of the film “Glory” and in commercials for Coca-Cola, Pepsi and McDonalds. He was with Sha Na
Na for over 20 years, died 8.10.2010. Source: Maureen O’Donnell, Chicago Sun Times, 12.10.2010
11.
Rick Nelson says “guitars catering for women is one area that we understand is showing some signs of
strength”. Gibson Guitar Corp and Fender Musical Instruments Corp have each distributed lines with a female
focus. Gibson has the Les Paul Vixen and Goddess, and Fender has its Hello Kitty. Daisy Rock guitars designed
for girls and women report $2.4m Sales in 2006. The company was started by Tish Ciravolo in 2000 after
sketching with her baby. “She drew a daisy, and then I drew a neck on it and then a leafy headstock. She took
the drawing to her husband who was president of Schecter Guitars, and the brand was born with sales doubling
each year. The company’s guitars range in price from $279 for a daisy shaped guitar to $699 for a sleek custom
Rock Candy special. Source: Solvej Schou, Las Vegas Review-Journal, date probably 2006
12.
Wayne Carson Thompson, born in Denver, Colorado, picked up a guitar aged 14 when he heard Merle
Travis. He wrote “Always On My Mind” in about ten minutes, Willie Nelson made it famous and became his
signature tune. The bridge “Tell me that your sweet love hasn’t died” was written by Mark James and Johnny
Christopher who were in the recording studio at that time. Carson also wrote “The Letter” which reached number
one in 1967 for the Box Tops. In 1970 it reached number one for Joe Cocker and won the 1982 Grammy Award
for the best country song of the year. In 1997 he was inducted into the Songwriters Hall Of Fame after writing 21
No. 1 hits. He died in 2015 aged 72. Source: Yvonne Cloutier, Vegas Voice, Sep 2015
13.
Looking for an element of “old London” an American journalist discovers a bespoke shoemaker in Bond
Street. Apparently London tourists have suspicions that much of British culture is a fallacy and does not exist.
His guidebook says that the Queen does her shopping in Bond Street, and when a member of the royal family
holds an account at a store for more than 5 years the business is declared a Royal Warrant Holder, Bond Street
has more of these than any street on earth. Cleverley’s is one of the last manufacturers of British bespoke
shoes. A sculpture sculpts a wooden model of a client’s feet the “last,” and builds a shoe around it over a course
of several months. A pair can cost £2100. Source: Simon Rich, Hemisphere Magazine, Oct 2010

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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This issue we speak to revered folk and blues guitarist Simon Prager whose
fellow band member Hylda Sims joined us for the interview.
Welcome Simon, where were you born?
I was born in 1944 at the tail end of the war in Hitchin in Hertfordshire because my mother was
evacuated during the war and I lived for my first three years at Swiss Cottage. The rest of my
upbringing was in Dulwich, insofar as I had any upbringing. I went to Dulwich Hamlet Junior
School and then to Dulwich College where I was traumatised from the moment I arrived until the
moment I left. I totally hated it; it was totally foreign to me with one class, one sex. I didn’t want to
be there and they weren’t the type of people I wanted to be with… and still don’t. I still shudder
when I drive past the place. We lived in Overhill Road which was a working class street to a large
extent and I was going to this posh school where I didn’t even speak the same language, didn’t
use the same vocabulary. If somebody was playing cards and I wanted to know what was in their
hand in the street I’d say “Let’s have a butchers” (I didn’t know it was a butcher’s hook at the time
and would probably have spelt it buchas or something) but at school it was “Let’s have a decko”. I
had to speak another language again at home - I wasn’t a happy child and I’ve been increasingly
happy every day since. A good start in life as there was only one way I could go.
My father came from Latvia and my mother was a German refugee who came over in 1939. My
father liked Mozart and stuff like that and I never heard him being interested in any kind of popular
music except he did once take me to see Sophie Tucker at the London Palladium. I just remember
seeing this fat old lady with dyed red hair and not understanding at all what it was about although,
when I listen to her now, as a young woman she was a fabulous singer, a wonderful blues singer.
White people singing the blues didn’t start with us; in the days of Bessie Smith she was doing it. In
fact her first record “Aggravating Papa” was the same as Bessie Smith’s. My father had a piano
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and I was forced to sit down and play duets with him which I hated. My mother occasionally used
to sing Schubert lieder or German folksongs across the washing up but that was about it really.
My father was a teacher, mostly a supply teacher, and he
had a business in summer to do with tourism. He was a
courier taking coach parties to Europe, working for
companies like Global Tours. This was in the days when,
if you wanted to go to Europe, you had to go in a coach
as you couldn’t afford to go any other way. I think he was
probably very good at that as he was a good guide
although if you crossed him he could be very difficult. I’d
crossed him more or less from the moment I was born.
My musical influences did not come from my parents. I
used to go down the road to Underhill Road where my
cousins lived, Ian and Neil Watson, and they had a
record player. I think it was an electric 78rpm record player with metal needles. The first records I
ever heard as a young teenager were “All Shook Up” by Presley and “Puttin’ On The Style” by
Donegan. This was about 1957 when I was 13 and I used to go there every Saturday to watch
Saturday Special and Whirligig and, later on, Six-Five Special. Hylda was on there (although I
don’t recall seeing her) but I do remember Don Lang and His Frantic Five, Jim Dale, Pete Murray,
Josephine Douglas, Freddie Mills (who lived next door to us), Brian Matthew, Mike & Bernie
Winters. I remember Eric Morecambe being asked what he and Ernie would have been if they
hadn’t been comedians - “Mike & Bernie Winters” was the swift reply.
Hylda - When Shirley and I were on Six-Five Special as part of the Ramblers we had these slinky,
quite fashionable dresses, quite short for the time, showing a lot of leg and the following week
Mike & Bernie Winters impersonated us wearing similar dresses.
I remember Donegan really getting to me and a bit later, when I was 14, I met someone called
Steve at a youth club who took me to his home in Streatham Common and he had records by
Leadbelly which is where Donegan got some of his music from. He played me these records and
that’s where I heard Sonny Terry playing with Leadbelly and that’s where I think I really got into
blues. Sonny Terry’s harmonica was something extraordinary; I’d never heard anything like it. By
this time I was well into Donegan and I also listened to Rock'n'Roll. When I was 16 I started
playing a guitar and I went to some camp where somebody showed me the chords to “Living Doll”
and I learnt a new chord there.
You got to see Lonnie Donegan live, albeit in pantomime.
There was skiffle in there obviously and the whole band was there
but this was 1957 so he was probably just past his prime (otherwise
he wouldn’t have been in panto I suspect). He was playing Wishee
Washee in Aladdin and towards the end they had some theatrical
excuse for Lonnie’s band to appear and play a half hour set. After
the show I was hanging around the stage door and bass player
Micky Ashman came out and we had a chat. He was very nice as I
recall. My parents would never have encouraged anything like that
but I was staying with my aunt in Chiswick and she knew I was
crazy about Donegan. She saw that he was on at the Empire and
she let me go to a matinee, the only time I ever saw him.
When I was a bit older I’d read about Tommy Steele and Cliff
Richard starting at the 2is so I went up to have a look. I went in and
bought a coffee but I never went into the cellar, it was too crowded. I
remember another coffee bar, The Partisan, but I was a bit young to
hang around Soho and then I was sent off to boarding school and
didn’t return to London until I was 19. I had a pretty sheltered life which I didn’t appreciate.
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You went to your first Rock'n'Roll concert at the Lewisham Odeon in 1960.
Bobby Darin, Bob Miller and the Millermen, Duane Eddy, Emile Ford
and Clyde McPhatter. The big star on that show was Bobby Darin who
was the heavy hitter at that time and he was great. Duane Eddy just
churned out these instrumentals which were great but they were just the
same as the records and not that interesting. Emile Ford and the
Checkmates were just great - “Whaddya wanna make those eyes at me
for…” and the band in the background going “doo wop, be doobie
doobie, doo wop, be doobie doobie”. They were Caribbean and they
were good.
When Clyde McPhatter came on he was an American early lead singer
from The Drifters. He was dressed to the nines and he had this gospel
voice which was head and shoulders above anything I’d heard before,
four times louder than anybody else, a bigger voice than everybody
else, an extraordinary singer. He was the first black singer I’d ever seen
and this was straight out of church more or less and it just projected. I’d never heard of him and I
went to see Bobby Darin and Duane Eddy but I was knocked out when I saw him.
I’d always had this interest in the blues from hearing Sonny Terry
and looking him up and finding Brownie McGhee. It wasn’t that
easy to find records in those days, I didn’t know where to go and it
was mostly a matter of finding people who had records and
meeting up with them. There was a record shop in Streatham
called The Swing Shop and several of the people I got to know
later hung around there but I wasn’t one of them, I didn’t know
about it at the time. I remember seeing it from the bus with a sign
saying “This is it, The Swing Shop”.
I was into blues and in ’64, when I was 20, I went to see Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee with
Sister Rosetta Tharpe (who I’d never heard of), Muddy Waters (who I had but wasn’t into him at
that time), Cousin Joe Pleasance playing piano and Mississippi John Hurt was supposed to be
there but I think he was sick. They brought on this old blind man playing guitar and singing gospel
music who was Gary Davis, an extraordinary guitarist. All the others were
playing varieties of open chords; Brownie McGhee played a lot in E and
B, Muddy Waters was a great guitarist but mostly slide guitar and open
tunings. Suddenly I saw this guy playing closed chords all the way up the
neck but he was playing ragtime, not jazz. I’d never seen anything like it
and, to this day, I cannot do what he did. I’ve worked and worked and
worked and I’m getting closer but I still can’t match what he did. He left
me flabbergasted.
Some time after that concert I was at a party and playing guitar, probably
very poorly, and I bumped into Steve Rye who was playing harmonica. I
thought he was playing like Sonny Terry and got chatting to him and I
mentioned Gary Davis to him. He told me he had all his records and I
asked if I could come and listen to them so I went back to his place in
Streatham and that’s how I met Steve. He was a blues collector generally and he exposed me to a
lot of people and a lot of music.
What about your music playing at this time?
I played around the house, I played at parties and I played at school a bit. I didn’t really go out and
play until I was 21 or 22. I went to Chelsea College in the Kings Road and it was all happening in
1964. I went to the Troubadour and one or two folk clubs and there was a College folk club too. I
was president of the Student Union and the guy who was elected as Entertainment Secretary,
Keith, used to go to the Flamingo and the Marquee and listen to everything that was going on at
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the time. He booked all these bands that were semi unknown and we had dances every week with
the likes of John Mayall as a regular who had Eric Clapton with him, Georgie Fame, Alexis Korner,
Zoot Money, Spencer Davis with Stevie Winwood, the original Fleetwood Mac with Peter Green.
Keith booked The Who for £65 just before they broke and when they came the place was
absolutely jam packed. At the end of the evening loads of people had clothes that had been razor
slashed. The followers of The Who were Mods who rode Lambrettas (bikes were for the Rockers)
and carried razors and they had a game when they were dancing of slashing clothes - I don’t think
anybody was hurt but a lot had slashed clothing.
I remember being backstage standing next to Kit Lambert, their manager, who was really hyped
up; “Aren’t they fantastic! Aren’t they fantastic!” At that point Pete Townshend was smashing up a
Rickenbacker guitar which cost about £230 at the time at a £65 gig. He also pushed the guitar
through a Marshall amp. I pointed this out to Kit and asked him to explain the logic but he said
“You’ll see” poking me in the ribs, and I guess we did. Keith Moon was an extraordinary drummer
and mad as a hatter although we didn’t know that at the time.
Rod Stewart and the Soul Agents were £45. The Soul Agents were a little
group up from Southampton with an organ, bass and drums and Rod
sang with them. I’d seen a little bit of Rod Stewart because Long John
Baldry was doing folk clubs and other music venues and Rod Stewart
would always get up and do a few numbers. I don’t think Rod was a
better singer than Baldry. Anyway we booked Steampacket - Long John
Baldry, Rod Stewart and Julie Driscoll playing with Brian Auger’s Trinity and they came as a package.
Keith was amazing - he even booked Rufus Thomas (“Walking The Dog”) - and, at the end of the
year, we had a surplus which we didn’t want. If you gave money back at the end of the year your
grant was lowered for the following year so we had to blow the surplus. To get rid of it, Keith
booked Manfred Mann for an extraordinary price of something like £375 because they’d had a hit.
We could only take a maximum of £110 on the door so it was a guaranteed way of fixing our
budget. It was amazing that, with all the names I’ve mentioned, the one band you could lose
money on was Manfred Mann.
It was a fantastic atmosphere and, while I was at college, Keith did a deal with
BBC 2 to allow them to film Jazz 625 in our college hall. It was in London so it
was convenient and the deal was that we all got in free if they were allowed to
film. We had Thelonius Monk, Buck Clayton and all the visiting jazz people in our
college in Manresa Road just off the Kings Road. As I recall Monk just sat at the
piano and played and didn’t acknowledge the audience in any respect, which was
his thing. Phil Seamen was a drummer that played with a variety of different jazz groups and he
was good value for money. At the college folk club we had Sandy Denny and Julie Felix (Diz
Disley used to call her Julie Feelsick).
When I met Steve in 1963 he introduced me to Jo-Ann Kelly who lived around
the corner from my mum and she and Jo-Ann became quite good friends. JoAnn ran the Sunday evening gigs at Bunjies and so a whole group grew up
around Jo-Ann and so really my musical upbringing is down to her and the
people around her. Jo-Ann lived in Tulse Hill with a bloke called Bob Glass
who wasn’t a musician but was a very influential person on that whole scene.
He knew a lot about Duke Ellington and jazz in general and also about blues
but he didn’t have any barriers; he wasn’t someone who knew all about jazz
but when it came to Rock'n'Roll the shutters went down. If you went to his
house he’d play you something by Ellington and then something by the Beach
Boys or Robert Johnson and then Gene Pitney. He worked at The Swing Shop which was owned
by a jazz drummer named Dave Carey. Bob worked with a guy named Len and a lot of people
went there. Jo-Ann and her brother Dave, Tony McPhee, Steve Rye and Val Wilmer the jazz
photographer all used to go there regularly. The shop was tiny, something like ten feet square,
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with a counter and piles of piles of records everywhere. It was mainly a jazz shop that covered
blues and also had a strong mail order business. People would go round there and Bob would
play them music; Jo-Ann started as a skiffler and got into blues because of what Bob played her.
He later left his wife and took up with Jo and that was when I first knew her.
The first time I ever went to The Swing Shop, around 1967, I walked in
and there was nobody there so I started looking through the piles of
records that were on the floor. I’d been there about ten minutes before
I heard a voice from the back saying “This is not a shop for browsers
you know”. I said I wasn’t browsing, I was looking for something. That
was Dave Carey, the owner, who asked me what I was looking for. I’d
just done my first ever recording on “Blues Like Showers Of Rain” by
Saydisc out of Bristol who told me that if I wanted a copy of my own
bleeding record I’d have to go to The Swing Shop or into town. I told
Dave I was looking for a copy of “Blues Like Showers Of Rain” and he
replied “Never heard of it”. As he said that I saw a pile of the records
on a shelf behind the counter and asked him “What’s that?” and he deigned to sell me a copy of
my own record.
We did two tracks (as Simon & Steve) recorded in a Quaker chapel
near Bristol, “Dealing With The Devil” and “Say No To The Devil”. Our
first few recordings were all on collection LPs. There was another by
Tony McPhee with various friends called “Me And The Devil” recorded
at the Marquee studios on Liberty produced by erstwhile Womble
Mike Batt. It has some great tracks on it by Jo-Ann, while Simon &
Steve did “Heart Struck Sorrow” and “You Better Mind”. That was
around ’69 and included all the South London Blues Mafia (as I
thought of them) including Jo-Ann Kelly, Dave Kelly, Bob Hall and
Andy Fernbach.
Bob Glass had built up a network (probably not knowingly) and before he was with Jo he was
married to a lovely woman, Anne, and they had three kids including their son Mike Gavin who is
now a folk record producer. He produced Tom Paley’s last couple of CDs. Bob and Jo went up to
town every Sunday and Bob never went into Bunjies, instead he held court in a pub on the corner
of Cranbourne Street while Jo went to Bunjies. I’d go to Bunjies and in the interval go to see Bob
and have a drink.
Bunjies was a little cellar room with no windows (it’s a Moroccan
restaurant these days) in Litchfield Street. They crammed about 40
people in there on tiny stools and Jo played and it was packed. Jo had a
huge voice at that time, she was in her early twenties, six months older
than me and, unlike all the people that tried to sing blues at the time (and
there were plenty of us) who thought that you had to make your voice
growl, Jo was the first person I came across who didn’t growl and just
sang the right notes. She instinctively realised that singing blues was a different musical scale, the
notes were different. I was absolutely knocked out by her and I started going regularly. Steve and I
started learning a few songs and played up there, Sonny Terry, Brownie McGhee and Leadbelly
songs.
A couple of years after I started going to those Sunday evening shows,
Brett Marvin and the Thunderbolts formed and they used to come to
Bunjies to play. They also had an afternoon gig at Ken Colyer’s club in
Great Newport Street, Studio 51 where the Rolling Stones had recently
vacated. We’d then go up for their afternoon gig and stay on for Bunjies
in the evening, having a drink at the Cranbourne in between. Bob Hall
used to come up but he was a piano player but there was no piano in
either venue so he used to go and play in the Lots-O-Fun, a slot
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machine arcade in Charing Cross Road. Bob Glass was at the centre of all that and he wasn’t
necessarily an easy man to get on with but he mellowed with age.
In 1964 I invited a girl out who had tickets to see Bob Dylan. I asked her who he was and she told
me he wrote “Blowing In The Wind” which was a hit for Peter, Paul and Mary. I was keen on this
girl so agreed to go but something must have happened because she stood me up. When I got to
the Festival Hall where Dylan was playing, I met a friend of hers (I later found out it was her
flatmate) called Margaret Oppenheimer so I went to see Bob Dylan with Margaret. I was
considerably pissed off at being stood up by the girl I was meant to be going with so Dylan didn’t
do much for me to start with but by the second half he’d got me. I remember that was the first time
I’d seen guys with long hair who were down from Oxford. I watched the show and chatted politely
to Margaret and that was that.
About two years ago I bumped into the woman I’d first asked out and reminded her she’d stood
me up and sent Margaret Oppenheimer instead. She didn’t offer any explanation as to why she’d
stood me up but told me that Margaret Oppenheimer was now the Right Honourable Dame
Margaret Hodge. She was the chair of a Public Accounts Committee, the one who took Starbucks
and the rest to task for not paying tax and that’s who I saw Bob Dylan with.
So you were playing folk clubs and you toured Scotland?
I played up there twice and we were brought up there by a family who’d heard us on record. They
were Mrs Johnson and her two sons. The two boys were good musicians, electric musicians, but
their mother was somewhat eccentric and they lived in an old manse that had no electricity. No
problem for us as we were acoustic but the boys had to plug into car batteries. They lived in a
place called Stanley By Perth where we stayed and I remember the floor was covered with candle
wax as you had to carry candles to see your way at night. The van we used to tour around broke
down one night on the road between Montrose and Arbroath in the middle of winter. Between us
Steve and I downed an entire bottle of whisky and even I wasn’t drunk, I wasn’t even warm. It was
freezing cold and not much warmer in the house.
We did much more touring in Tyneside. There was a bloke called Jim Murray who ran the local
folk club and played there and he brought us up. Jim remains a good friend. There were folk clubs
in every town around the Tyne; we played at the Honeysuckle in Gateshead, in the Swan at
Heworth, at Newcastle, at the Railway in South Shields, everywhere. We went up there many
times, probably because Steve was the best harmonica player around at that time, and one of the
people that saw us a lot was Rob Mason who is also a great harmonica player and has played
with Tom Paley.
We also did Manchester Sports Guild which had several performing spaces. One ridiculous night
we were upstairs in the jazz club and Diz Disley was downstairs in the folk club. This was run by a
guy named Jenks, re-christened Jenkinstein, a sergeant major type character and difficult to get
on with. This night Diz was late (he was always late) and Jenks was tearing his hair out. When Diz
eventually arrived he explained to Jenks that the bus was late. “It’s been late the last five times
you’ve been here!” “Yes, I know” replied Diz “It’s a terrible service”.
Disley was very popular and a huge draw; a jazz man essentially but a
very funny man and he’d been in Colyer’s skiffle group with Alexis
Korner at one time. Diz used to live at Hylda’s place, Hylda was his
landlady for a long time and they were very good friends. I remember
him giving me a lift home from the Half Moon, Putney one time. He
always used to drive these old Rolls Royces and he had a girl in the
front - he’d chatted her up and asked if she wanted a lift home in his
Rolls Royce. “Yeah, you and your Rolls Royce” she said. “My dear
Madam, allow me to show you” and after that she was putty in his
hands. I was sitting in the back with a jazz guitarist who was also a
boxer, Sugar Bill Robinson. At one point Diz slid the chauffer’s window
across and said “Listen to this”. “Shall we go back to my tent, my dear,
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and we can play a game called pointing your toes at the stars?” He actually was living in a tent in
Hylda’s back garden. Typical of the man to live in a tent and drive a Rolls.
Disley was touring folk clubs because at that time folk clubs were where you could go for the
night, get paid nice tax free cash, reasonable amounts in his case because he drew a big crowd. If
a new folk club was starting they’d book Disley because if he couldn’t draw a crowd, nobody
could. I remember him launching a club at the Selkirk in Tooting and Steve and I met him in the
interval and asked how it was going. “Sheer rigor mortis dear boy, sheer rigor mortis.” He went
back for the second half and if he couldn’t draw 60 people, the club had no chance of surviving.
He looked round at the 30 people in the audience - “Here’s another one that won’t be here next
week”.
Tell us about the Blues Festival at the Conway Hall.
Steve and I had moderate success because we
were a self-contained blues act and we were
reasonably professional as we knew our
repertoire. In my opinion I was a terrible singer
but I was a reasonable accompanist while
Steve was a wonderful singer and harmonica
player. Nobody could match him in this country
- he could play Sonny Terry style and he could
play the first Sonny Boy Williamson style very
well. Also he was well known because he
played with Jo-Ann a lot, accompanying her on
records and so on so we got a few gigs. There
were two blues presenters at the time, Mike
Raven and Alexis Korner. Mike Raven made
overtures to us because he wanted not to
manage us exactly but for us to be part of his
entourage. After we had paid not much
attention to him, Mike took up with another duo
and tried to promote them over our heads and,
if I say it myself they weren’t as good as us,
and Alexis wasn’t having any of it. He refused
to let Mike use the festival to promote his own
acts.
At that festival there were lots of side rooms and in one of those rooms Champion Jack Dupree
was playing. We knew him well because he was around a lot. He was tinkering around on the
piano and Jo-Ann came in and started singing with him. Steve and I came in and Steve joined in
with his harmonica, just a jam session with about ten people around a piano. Al Wilson, harmonica
player with Canned Heat, joined in. Gradually Jo-Ann stopped singing, I was playing guitar and I
backed off because this was a rare occasion of seeing two harmonica players who respected
each other. Eventually Jack stopped too leaving just the two harmonicas while he beat time on the
piano lid. I’ve never forgotten that.
Bukka White was at that festival. Now we got to know Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee
extremely well, mostly through Steve. When they were on tour, partly because they didn’t speak to
each other, they were both quite lonely in their hotel rooms if they weren’t playing that night. They
were both very pleasant company for anybody who made friends with them, particularly anyone
willing to share a bottle of whisky with Brownie McGhee were good mates. We got to see a lot of
them and would also go backstage when they were gigging. On one tour they came over with a
package which included Willie Dixon, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, Big Walter Horton and Bukka White.
They were staying at a hotel in Kensington and we were waiting for a bus to take them to Fairfield
Halls in Croydon. I was sitting next to Bukka on a big sofa round a big square table and Bukka
bought a drink for everybody. He was a nice man but was also someone who had done time for
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murder. When the girl came to get the money he just took a huge handful of change out of his
pocket and told her to take it all, he didn’t understand English money. I jokingly said someone
could make a fortune out of him. He didn’t say anything for about ten minutes until everybody was
leaning forwards and he and I were sitting back and he leaned across and said “Might make it,
won’t take it home with them”. He was saying he was no fool and where he came from, that kind
of remark was not funny.
They were all nice guys and were nice to us. Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee were always
lovely to us; they hated each other’s guts by then which was sad as they’d once been great
friends. By then they were two angry old men, fighting and bickering on stage. Brownie often
came back to Steve’s place in Streatham as he liked having someone to drink with. He just
wanted to drink in company and Steve was perfect for that. One night Steve got quite pissed and
had a go at Brownie. “Why do you have a go at that man? He’s a great player and you should
have respect for him. You shouldn’t behave like that.” What Brownie would do was get into a tune
and then deliberately change key as soon as Sonny found the right harp. He’d do everything he
could to stop Sonny playing. Brownie said “You wanna know why? I’m sick of you harmonica
players. If I had my way I’d send all harmonica players to the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean and
wouldn’t let them up until one of them found the whistle off the Titanic. Get out any of our records”.
Steve found one of them playing with Chris Barber in London and put it on. “The first chorus
you’re going to hear all the band playing, and the next is a Monty Sunshine solo and you can hear
the clarinet and the harmonica. Next is Chris Barber and you can hear trombone and the
harmonica. Now you hear me singing and the harmonica. Next is Sonny Terry and you can hear
the bass playing and the harmonica. That man never stops playing. I’m tired of hearing that thing
in my ear. I’ve asked him to stop playing when I’m singing but he won’t!”
I understand that to some degree because Steve was the greatest musician ever but he also
wouldn’t stop playing. You couldn’t get through a vocal without Steve blasting away. Now if I’m
playing with a harmonica player I tell them the voice is a solo instrument and the harmonica is a
solo instrument; they shouldn’t be on at the same time. I’ll give you the longest solo you like but
don’t play when I’m singing.
Having said that, Brownie didn’t think he could earn a living without Sonny. They were earning a
very good living, attracting audiences of 300 or 400 a night. At £20 a head the promoters can
afford to give £2,000 or £3,000 to the artists and I think Brownie was afraid he couldn’t do that on
his own.
There was a time when they were on tour, probably mid-seventies, and I was working at my day
job in computing. Their road manager rang me and asked what I was doing that night which was
nothing. “Alright, you’re in Southampton.” I knew that Brownie and Sonny were on in Southampton
so I thought he’d got us the support spot. He said I had to be at home in an hour which I couldn’t
do as I was chairing a meeting in the afternoon. He was insistent but I kept saying I couldn’t do it.
In the end he told me he’d ring back in five minutes for an answer in the affirmative.
The guy I was sharing an office with agreed to chair the meeting so I tore home, grabbed my
guitar and some spare strings and some clothes. The van pulled up so got in and the van moved
off. There was only me and Sonny in the back so I asked where Brownie was to be told he was
sick. There was no time for rehearsal so I had to go on with Sonny. I wasn’t really up to performing
with Sonny but fortunately he could have done it on his own. I remember he was very happy for
those five days because Brownie wasn’t there.
The first night we were in Southampton, the next in Penzance and then Nottingham. After getting
to bed at 2 we had to be up at 6. Sonny was fine, he was used to sleeping in the van but I was
terrible. I crawled out of bed and into the van, giving Gus the manager the rough side of my
tongue. As I got into the van Sonny said “Morning Preacher” before hours of driving from
Penzance to Nottingham. After that was Norwich and from then on my mind’s a blank. I do
remember the comfortable hotel rooms as they hadn’t had time to cancel Brownie’s rooms and
book cheaper ones for me.
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I got to see some of the craziness that goes on when big stars are appearing. We played the
Winter Gardens in Penzance and a guy was demanding to see Sonny, almost smashing the doors
down saying he had a message for Sonny. Eventually Sonny said to let him in and he threw
himself at Sonny, got a harmonica out of his pocket and put it on Sonny’s ear and just started
blowing and this was to a man in his late sixties. We had to tear him off and throw him out.
Sonny Terry told me a story that they used to tour with white folk singers a lot; Pete Seeger, Cisco
Houston, Woody Guthrie and that crowd. They did a lot of tours for, I think, the State Department.
They were once playing just below the Mason-Dixon Line at the time of segregation to a fairly
liberal audience and they were all invited to the Town Hall for a banquet after the show. A big
table had been set out in the main hall and Woody went along the table looking at the place cards
for where Sonny and Brownie were to sit. He asked the Mayor where they would be sitting to be
told “We’ve laid them a real nice table just outside in the kitchen”. Woody took the table and tipped
it up and they hopped out of town. I asked Sonny how he felt about this and he said “I felt they
could have waited until after dinner.”
Your association with John Peel?
Most of this was on Jo-Ann’s coattails. If they were booking any part of that scene they would
book one or two others as well. The John Peel concert was about three hours performed live. I
remember it had Mungo Jerry who’d done “In The Summertime”, Brett Marvin and Jo-Ann. They
booked us and a couple of other acts. Steve was sick that day and Jo got me playing with her and
Bob Hall to make sure I got paid. I thought Peel was a nice man. Before that I organised a concert
at my old school in Chelsea which I called Blues From The Bridge House. It had Jo-Ann Kelly,
Dave Kelly, John James, Andy Fernbach and me. I did not book Tony McPhee but he turned up
on the night. His manager said it was called Blues From The Bridge House but I said it was only
some of the acts that played there, not all of them. However, I was happy for Tony to play if he
wanted to, which he did. I’d asked Mike Raven, who lived round the corner, to compere it for free
which he couldn’t. I then asked John Peel who agreed straight away. However, when he arrived
on the night John was obviously ill, he was bright yellow with jaundice. I told him he shouldn’t be
there but he’d turned up to apologise for letting everybody down, which he got up on stage and
did. I haven’t forgotten that.
Around 1976 we’d added Bob Hall and frequently John Pilgrim to
make up a group called the All-Star Medicine Show who toured
round art centres and bigger folk clubs and we did quite well, as
we should have with Steve Rye the best harmonica player
around and Bob Hall the best boogie pianist around. We made a
record called the Al-Star Medicine Show for a record label called
Red Rag, which had a print run of 1,000 which all sold pretty
quickly. Sadly Steve, being an alcoholic, had got sicker and
sicker and just couldn’t do it anymore. One week we had a tour
in Belgium and Holland and we just couldn’t find Steve on the
morning we were due to leave and had to go without him, just
Bob and I. Steve thought he was boring when he was sober (I
felt the opposite) but he wrecked his liver and eventually died.
Jo-Ann got a brain tumour in 1988 and was given two years to live, two good years in which she
made the most of what she had. The last time I saw her sing was at my wedding in July 1990 and
she died in October. She sang “God Bless The Child” on the back step of my brother’s house
where we had the reception and she sang it beautifully even though she was very ill by then. She
was an amazing talent and an amazing friend. At her funeral Steve came up to me and said “Me
next old boy”. Two years later he was dead and they were both 46 when they left us.
Jo was over in America to play and I went on holiday to the States during that time. I saw her in
Boston and she was terribly pleased to see me because I think she was quite lonely there. While
she was there she made a big splash and Johnny Winter, who was big stuff at the time, asked her
to join him on tour. Previously to that Canned Heat had asked her and she turned them both
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down. Jo was quite a private person who liked performing but, for instance, I know she hated
doing Bunjies which she did to pay the rent. I loved it because the audience was right on top of
you but she didn’t, she preferred them to be a bit further away. Doing the tours in America was
really big stuff and I believe she knew it would be completely out of her control if she went on
those tours. She’d be part of that big show business steamroller and she wouldn’t be able to jump
off.
Over here she had a band with Geraint Watkins and Steve Donnelly, an outstanding session
guitarist, and that was a fantastic band and she did wonderful music although she never made
huge bucks. On the other hand her brother, Dave Kelly, he’s making much more money than Jo
ever did, playing with the Blues Band and doing his own stuff. I think Jo was resistant to it; she
didn’t want something she didn’t see as being real. She was quite happy to be big on her own
terms but she didn’t want it to get to a point where she wasn’t in control of it - but that’s just my
view.
So in 1976 I went to America on holiday and toured round with my cousin; I started in New York
and then went to Boston where Jo was playing and came back to New York with her. She was
staying with Nick Perls (who started Yazoo Records) but he didn’t want me around in America as
he wanted Jo to himself. He didn’t know that I was leaving town the next day anyway and he did
his best to get rid of me. Jo-Ann on the other hand really wanted me around as she enjoyed
seeing a friendly face from back home.
Before I went to America I asked Val Wilmer if she could give me any contacts; one was a family
in New York that she wanted me to take some photographs to and the other was a Eugene Powell
in Mississippi, stage name Sonny Boy Nelson. I went down to New Orleans and, on the way back,
I stopped off to see Eugene. He lived in a one room shack in Greenville, Mississippi so I saw a
little bit of some of the conditions some people lived in, and he wasn’t the worst off by far. While I
was there he got his guitar out of the roof space and it was covered with dust so he hadn’t played
it for some while. He was more interested in my Zemaitis guitar, made in Balham, so he played
that and I played his Kalamazoo. I was with my American cousin and she and I spent the day with
him. I remember he had a nosey neighbour who just sat there, chewing tobacco and she kept
spitting into a black cup; not very nice. I found out later he was a cousin of Bo Carter and Sam
Chatmon who played in the Mississippi Sheiks so he was part of all that from the thirties.
I was in the Bay Area of San Francisco in a bar where you could get
up and play with my brother and his black American wife. My cousin
had told me they wore going to see Vassar Clements who I’d never
heard of. There was this guy with slicked back, Brylcreemed hair, who
actually had a red neck with boils on it and looked like the ultimate
redneck which immediately put my sister-in-law’s back up. However,
he came over and sat next to her and chatted to her all night. At one
point I got up on stage and played the Gary Davis Rag and this guy
grabbed his fiddle and jumped up on stage with me. I’m fairly open to that kind of thing if you know
what you’re doing but, if you don’t, stay in your seat. I gave him a solo and he blew my head off so
I gave him another solo and he played for about 20 minutes. It was Western swing really but he
was playing jazz fiddle to my rag and he knew the piece and he was out of this world. When I got
back to England I mentioned to my friend Keith Nelson that I’d played with Vassar Clements and
he said “Vassar Clements is God; the Nashville session fiddler that plays on absolutely
everything!” So that happened in San Francisco and I’d never heard of him.
In the seventies I used to go to various fairs and busked with my girlfriend, Jan, and later with my
wife along with Rory McCloud. I also joined a theatre group called Stir About that toured round
prisons, once with Great Train Robber Bruce Reynolds in the audience. I was also a member of
an acting group called Cunning Stunts (what’s the difference between a magician’s wand and a
policeman’s truncheon?) but I’ve never been good at being anyone other than myself.
In the eighties I ran a night at Bunjies and I worked with a harmonica player, Alan Laws, and a
woman called Masha Vlassova and we called ourselves the Mobile Moaners. We did all kinds of
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stuff including blues, a lot of Coasters numbers and Duke Ellington stuff like “Mood Indigo”; three
part harmonies with guitar and harmonica and we had a lot of fun. We eventually ran a club
upstairs at the Enterprise in Chalk Farm that was half music and half comedy. We booked all the
alternative comics that were coming up at the time, each week one comic and us.
Through Diz Disley I first became acquainted with Hylda and then you booked Hylda to do some
skiffle but she didn’t have a group so she asked me if I fancied forming one. We got hold of John
Pilgrim who’d been in the original City Ramblers, Kevin Stenson and Pete Stanley on banjo and
we made a skiffle group. The truth was that John wasn’t in London and Pete wasn’t playing quite
the type of music we’d envisaged so we took on another bass and washboard player but it’s hard
to keep a five-piece going so we’re not really playing as a skiffle group. Hylda and I have become
good friends since then and, although we have many mutual friends, we didn’t really know each
other until about ten years ago, through you Keith. Kevin joined in with the All-Star Medicine Show
for a patch and then he and I ran a night at the Troubadour for some time. Kevin’s a damn good
harmonica player and a really, really good guitarist and singer and I love working with him. Hylda,
Kevin and I go out quite a bit now and it’s good because Hylda prevents Kevin and me from
disappearing up our own posterior orifices. If we had a chance we’d talk guitars and play guitars
all day and Hylda brings in some sanity and some words. It’s a good combination and I think
Hylda’s songs and poems are great. We go out as a trio, Kevin and I as a duo and I haven’t done
any solo work for ages. And that’s pretty much the story of my life.
Thank you Simon, it’s been absolutely fantastic.
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We are now seven days into March of 2019 and I find myself receiving
an e-mail from our boss reminding me that this article is due;
unfortunately as age creeps upon us all, I too need reminding these
days. So onwards and upwards as we say; our subject for this Musical
Missive should by rights have been as much of a household name as
Ambrose, Jack Hylton and Henry Hall if not more so. With some
confusion about the place and year of birth one would expect James
Edward Wilbur to be a mystery but fortunately there is plenty of
information (although some is conflicting) about this gentleman
available. One can make one’s own decision as to the information
available.
James Edward Wilbur popularly known as Jay Wilbur was born in 1898
(although one would expect this to be earlier given some of the documented history) in
Bournemouth, Hampshire, England according to a number of sources and, according to others, in
Leamington Spa, Warwickshire, England. His mother a wardrobe mistress and his pianist/violinist
father both worked for The Carl Rosa Opera Company; now the opera company was based in
London with many of its performances taking place in London and its surrounding towns so one
would expect that Jay was born in Bournemouth rather than Leamington Spa as it is
geographically closer to London and given that there were good transport links from the south
coast to London. Jay started singing at a young age and along with taking up piano at the age of
eleven Jay soon held his own position in the local church choir as well as singing in a few of the
opera company’s productions. At this stage of his career Jay was also involved with a variety act
called “Casey’s Court”, part of their performance required that Jay be wheeled on stage in a soap
box. It is recorded that the lad pushing the soap box was Charlie Chaplin, if this is so (and I have
no reason to dispute this) it could not have been later than 1910 as this is when Charlie went to
the USA. With this in mind it would mean that Jay was just twelve years old at this point, hence
the confusion over Jay’s year of birth.
The young stage-struck Jay was both geographically and talent wise
well positioned and open to a wide range of opportunities from
variety to straight theatre roles and as a boy soprano who could also
accompany himself Jay was in big demand. With his voice breaking
at the age of sixteen Jay decided to concentrate on piano; it was also
at this time that the movie business was fast producing silent movies
and as a result these movie theatres required a pianist or even an
orchestra to accompany the movies. It was 1912 and Jay was just 14
years old and Jay had been chosen as pianist in some of London’s
early movie houses and went on to form one of the first movie house
orchestras, developing an early system of cue sheets to ensure that
the musical score was constant with the action of the movie. Without
continually disputing Jay’s year of birth (and or talent) this is another
reason to suspect that Jay’s birth was earlier than documented. Holding the position of movie
house pianist and having to concentrate on the bad quality pictures led to Jay developing bad
eyesight. In 1916 Jay would have been 18 years old and conscription had started, Jay was graded
as C3 due to his bad eye sight which meant that he was only suitable for non-combat service.
Although conscripted into service and having to give up the position of movie house
pianist/orchestra leader he was able to continue with playing at various restaurants and private
parties when his service day was over.
It was now 1919 and Jay formed his own dance band working on the continent for approximately
three years. It was on his return to England that Jay became musical director of The Ashton and
Mitchells Agency supplying dance bands for various venues around the UK. It was after a meeting
with Edward, Prince of Wales at a high society venue that Jay was invited to play with his band at
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Buckingham Palace on a number of occasions. The position at The Ashton and Mitchells Agency
came to an end in September 1923 when Jay joined the Emlyn Thomas London Band for their first
recording session. Jay soon reformed his own band and, after various gigs at some of London’s
high society venues including the Savoy and Piccadilly hotels Jay returned to the continent again
playing at various venues as well as Hotel Bristol in Oslo and The Casino in Spa, Belgium. After
this tour Jay was asked to form an orchestra to play on a cruise to the West Indies. During the
cruise the ship took a short stop over at New York, Jay ventured into the city and met with many of
the local band leaders including Paul Whiteman. It was as a result of these meetings that Jay
realised the importance of proper and full orchestration for a dance band to be successful.
March 1926 marked the start of Jay making various recordings with Leon Van Straten’s Orchestra.
If my research serves me correctly most, if not all, of these recordings were issued on the cardbased Duophone label and they seem to have sold very well making the band quite popular.
Almost a full year later and Jay again reformed his own band to play at the Tricity Restaurant in
the Strand. In 1928 Jay left the Tricity to become musical director of the new Dominion
Gramophone Records Ltd, the orchestra Jay formed for the company featured some of the UK’s
best musicians, notable Max Goldberg, Tony Thorpe and Billy Thorburn. Although to make the
company look bigger than it was almost all the recordings were issued under various band names.
The orchestra also made various recordings backing some of the day’s popular vocalists such as
Amy Brunton which was a pseudonym for Elsie Carlisle. After much work and effort by all involved
the Dominion Gramophone Records Ltd was barely established at the time of the Wall Street
crash, becoming a victim of the Great Depression.
Not hanging around and marking the start of a thirteen year
association Jay soon became musical director for the Crystalate
Gramophone Manufacturing Co Ltd which, as producers of the cutprice Victory and Imperial labels, was much better established and
placed to survive the hard times of the Great Depression. They were
also keen on growing their British dance band output so as not to
become dependent on the America
market. To mark the new era for the
company the Imperial label was
changed from mauve to red. The last
of the Victory label issues was cut in
1931 with the label being superseded by the red and gold Eclipse
label. Jay’s recordings for the Imperial label were issued under his
own name but his recordings for the Victory and new Eclipse
recordings were issued under various pseudonyms such as The
Hottentots, The Biltmore Players, The Ambassadors Twelve, The
Connecticut Collegians and The Radio Serenaders to name but a
few.
In 1932 with the Imperial label becoming dedicated to Jack Payne,
Jay’s recordings ceased for Imperial and he concentrated on
recordings for the new Eclipse label.
The new “King of Records” the Rex
label was also to feature many of
Jay’s recordings under his own name
and various pseudonyms. Some of
Jay’s recordings were also featured
under his own name on a few of the
Broadcast 4-in-1 sides. 1935 saw the
Eclipse label reach one thousand
issues and the label ceased
production being replaced by the new Crown label. Jay’s worked
never ceased and his recordings for Crown were issued under his
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own name and again various pseudonyms. One of the pseudonyms used to cover some of Jay’s
recordings for Crown was the exotic Manuel Espinosa and his Rumba Band. The Crystalate
Gramophone Manufacturing Co Ltd was acquired by Decca in 1937 and the Crown label was
discontinued. One of Jay’s early Imperial recordings “Adeline” was in-fact issued twice, yes two
different versions of the same tune, the first a vocal version featuring Al Bowley the second an
instrumental version. Radio was not a new medium to Jay as he had played various shows in
1927 for the new BBC public corporation (before 1927 the BBC was a private organisation) and
during his time with Crystalate he had secured his own radio programme and Jay continued to
broadcast on both “Music While You Work” and “Hi Gang” radio shows.
With the arrival of 1942 Jay and his band started to do a tour of service camps as part of the war
effort. As a result his recording sessions with his Hi Gang Orchestra dwindled and by September
1943 had stopped completely. The war had a profound effect on Jay (as with almost everyone),
losing his son (an aerial photographer for the RAF) at the age of twenty-one along with an
unforgiving work schedule leading to a fall in Jay’s health resulting in Jay being ordered to rest
and take it easy. When Jay returned to work he was faced with many changes to the music scene,
but in his inimitable way Jay adapted very quickly by carving out a new career in light orchestral
music. After leaving England in 1946 for New Zealand he resettled in Australia in 1948 and began
broadcasting regularly with his then eighteen piece band. Jay relocated to Cape Town, South
Africa in 1958 where he broadcast with his band The Firestone Strings on the then popular
Springbok Radio. Jay sadly passed away in 1968 while in Cape Town.
It was with the publication in 1987 of the Rust and Forbes British Dance
Bands on Record book that collectors were finally able to appreciate the full
works of Jay Wilbur whether published in his own name or as a pseudonym.
A large portion of Jay’s recordings were issued on cut-price labels such as
the seven inch Victory, eight inch Eclipse and the nine inch Crown labels.
As most of these mentioned releases were sold for around sixpence in
Woolworths one would expect the quality to be low but this could not be
further from the truth, as a collector I understand that these recorded sides
are still sought after and when found are still of reasonable quality even
after being extensively played. As a studio director Jay had access to many
of the day’s top players and a lot of his recordings were issued under
different names hence he never quiet established himself as a prominent
name in the industry.
~~~ Musical video links ~~~
Jay Wilbur and His Band – When the Robin Sings His Song Again
~~
Jay Wilbur and His Band – Hummin’ to Myself
~~
Jay Wilbur and His Band – Stay as Sweet as You Are
~~
Jay Wilbur and His Band – Deep in the Hollow of a Hill
~~
Jay Wilbur and His Band – Lullaby of Broadway
~~
Jay Wilbur and His Band – Just a Wearyin’ for You
~~
The London Band – No One Knows What It's All About
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I once read a published letter asking about some of the lyrics in Little Richard's 'Lucille'. 'I asked
my friends about her and all they did was type' she wrote, then added: 'surely not?' I think it has
been rendered as 'all their lips were tight', but the way Richard sung it in the original recording it
sounds more like the other interpretation.
I often mishear song lyrics. In fact I would go further, and say the only ones I can understand more
or less clearly are those of 1950's Rock’n’Roll and traditional Country Music, sung by American
Southerners by and large. All pop music since then I can hardly understand any of the lyrics.
Many British people misinterpret American lyrics, for instance in 'Blanket On The Ground' which I
heard a British singer at Pontins sing regularly, she always rendered 'just because we are married
doesn't mean we can't slip around' as 'sleep around', the Southern term 'slip around' not being
familiar with British people, unless they are Country Music fans.
As a small child I knew about the Gilbert Harding Song. He was a TV
personality in the 1950s, and the song as I heard it went 'Wonderful,
wonderful Gilbert Harding'. Actually it was not about old Gilbert at all,
but the Danish city Copenhagen. Then there was the 'Schuler Song'.
Mrs Schuler (pronounced 'Shooler') was a German friend of my mother
who never stopped talking, but the song was actually 'True Love' - 'I
give to you and you give to me, true love, true love' not 'Schuler,
Schuler' as I heard it.
The classic Kinks song from the 1960s I could well have called the
'Matchstick Song' as I heard quite clearly: 'He's a dedicated swallower
of matches'. Apparently they were singing about a 'dedicated follower
of fashion'. Dusty Springfield I heard singing about an injured hand
which inspired her lover to feel sorry for her 'you don't have to love me
just because that hand', but apparently she was trying to sing 'just be close at hand'.
My favorite is 'The Photograph Song'. Remember the days when
films were sent off in an envelope to be developed and sometime
later you received the prints and negatives? Well there is a song
about that from the 'Cinderella' pantomime I believe, where she
sings: 'Some day my prints will come'. Apparently she was referring
to her 'Prince'. Then there is the 'Abyssinia Song', though the
country is now called Ethiopia. That goes, according to my ears,
'Abyssinia in all the old familiar places' but apparently it is not about
familiar places in Ethiopia at all, the words being 'I'll be seeing you
in...'
There are also deliberately altered lyrics, such as in the movie
'Distant Voices, Still Lives' where some girls sing: 'They try to sell us Egg Foo-Yong' instead of
'They try to tell us we're too young'. Freddie 'Fingers' Lee, as I wrote in a recent TFTW magazine
article, was always changing words to songs, my favorite being 'all my love, all my kissing, you
don't know where the cat's been pissing'. But there were many others: 'hang down your tool Tom
Headley', 'Goodness Gracious, my balls are on fire!', 'Crazy dog, crazy mule, I saw a horse with a
great big tool', and of course 'I'm A Nut' rendered as 'I'm a Poof'. A great character with a
wonderful sense of humor and fun.
Screamin' Lord Sutch had his own version of 'I'm A Hog For You Baby' with many changed lyrics.
Cannibal pigs eating pork chops seemed most unlikely for a start, but of course he could not resist
singing 'this little pig's coming over your house to get a taste of your sweet tits' instead of 'lips'.
Apart from song lyrics, it is all too easy to mistake the names of singers nowadays. There's one
called Bouncy I thought, till it transpired it was some made-up name: Beyonce. Then there was
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Mary Bilge, oh sorry, apparently it's Mary Blige, my mistake. Not to mention Bonnie Rat, sorry
Bonnie Raitt.
My all-time favorite of changed lyrics is Jerry Lee in Dalton, Georgia years ago singing 'Pick Me
Up On Your Way Down' when instead he sings 'Kiss my ass on your way down'. I got Linda Gail to
sing that version several times! I also liked 'There must be more to lights than this!' which Jerry
Lee sung when the spotlight kept wandering off him, the right words to this number one Country
hit of Jerry's being 'There Must Be More To Love Than This'.
My mother, although quite religious, taught us to sing
'When shepherds washed their socks by night' instead of
'watched their flocks by night'.
I made up a version of 'The Internationale'. The correct
words in the classic English translation starts 'Arise ye
starvelings from your slumbers'. Being a hard-line
Stalinist at the time I taught my comrades in the Young
Communist League to sing 'Arise Joe Stalin from your
slumbers'. A comrade got drunk in Leningrad and had to
be carried up to his hotel room by Russians, and he was
singing these words, though even mentioning the former dictator's name was taboo in the Soviet
Union at that time, let alone asking him to come to life again.
It is a folk-song tradition to take songs and write new lyrics. 'Life's Railroad To Heaven', a gospel
song Jerry Lee, Patsy Cline, Willie Nelson and many others have recorded, had the lyrics
changed for a Union song 'The Miners' Lifeguard'. 'Watch the curves, the fills, and tunnels, never
falter, never fail, keep your hand upon the throttle, and your eye upon the rail' became: 'Union
miners, stand together, heed no operator's tale, keep your hand upon the dollar and your eye
upon the scale'. When CND adopted the tune as its anthem 'The H-Bomb's Thunder' on the old
Aldermaston Marches this line was changed yet again to 'Men and women, stand together, do not
heed the men of war, make your minds up now or never, Ban the Bomb for evermore'.
Tony Papard

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 7pm & 10pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
OUR WEBSITE AT
www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your web enabled equipment, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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JAZZ JUNCTION
.

Jim Mullen’s Volunteers at Ronnie Scott’s, 7 February 2019
I can’t be sure about the first time that I saw Scottish guitarist
Jim Mullen, but I hazard that it was at the Bull’s Head in
Barnes years ago, when he was seated on a high stool, guitar
resting on his lap and with the sun streaming through the
windows on his right hand side. This was back when the
venue had a music room worthy of the name, and not the
cramped, dark, much smaller, former kitchen that is now the
site for live music. He immediately became my favourite
British jazz guitarist, as his thumb picking technique was in the
style of my then favourite American guitarist Wes
Montgomery.
After he was out action for the whole of 2017, a group of
Britain’s top jazz musicians – leader and arranger Gareth Lockrane (flute and piccolo), Steve
Fishwick (trumpet and flugelhorn), Mark Nightingale (trombone), Nigel Hitchcock (alto and
baritone saxes), Julian Siegel (tenor sax and bass clarinet), Gareth Williams (piano), Mick Hutton
(bass), and Tristan Maillot (drums) – came together as ‘Volunteers’ to support him, and an album
with the same title ensued, which led to this promotional gig at Ronnie’s.
All the tracks from the album were played, though, in honour of Eric Morecambe, not in the same
order. Most were from the pen of Jim Mullen, of which Speed Of Sound and Rule Of Thumb stood
out, as did the soloing of all the members of the nonet, excluding bass and drums, who were
excused duty on the evening but ensured a healthy pulse was maintained.

Mike Westbrook – Uncommon Orchestra at Ronnie Scott’s, 12 February 2019
Now in his ninth decade, Mike Westbrook, pianist and more
famously a composer for jazz orchestras, should be regarded
as a national treasure. He, often along with his wife Kate,
has been responsible for a varied and fascinating output, both
recorded and live, for over fifty years. His latest band, which
included his occasional forays on the piano keyboard and no
less than four vocalists who chanted or sang, comprised a
total of twenty-three, which spilled over the edge of the stage
at this intimate venue.
Because of his penchant for
combining poetry with his music, it has sometimes been criticised for
being pretentious (ever the burden of the intellectual), but on this evening
at least there was such enthusiasm and mirth in the performance,
bordering on the traditions of pantomime at times, that all such criticisms
can be laid aside.
Starting with Gizzards All Gory, strongly influenced by the music and freedom of New Orleans
marching bands, through the reference to David Beckham in Juxtapositions, the decadence of
Alabama Song (the words of Bertolt Brecht having been translated into English by Elisabeth
Hauptmann in 1925 and set to music by Kurt Weill two years later), up to (not counting the encore)
the final number, Rossini’s William Tell Overture, the audience cheered, clapped and occasionally
laughed. It was a truly memorable evening.
Dave Carroll
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Monday, January 28, 2019
'Fabulous' Ronnie Spector at The Roundhouse
Ronnie Spector and the Ronettes were 'fabulous'
when they burst onto the scene with 'Be My Baby' in
1963, according to their first LP, and it's fair to say
that Ronnie, along with two young Ronettes, is still
fabulous today. Her show at the Roundhouse in
Chalk Farm, just up the road from Camden, last night
told her life story with photos, clips from black and
white TV shows and her memories, but it was
Ronnie's raspy but still very sexy voice that made it
such an enjoyable show, although it has to be said
that her beehive hair is still in fine shape, and the
new Ronettes and an excellent band added to the
feeling of exhilaration.
Ronnie, dressed in black and still looking good despite her 75 years, began with her second
smash 'Baby I Love You' and then settled onto a stool to begin a series of reminiscences, starting
with her first tour of the UK and her travels with the Beatles, Swinging Blue Jeans, Rolling Stones
and others. Her second song, 'Because', was a product of those days as it was recorded by the
Dave Clark Five and became a big hit in the US for them despite being a mere B side in the UK.
Moving on through 'Do I Love You', Ronnie recalled the group's first appearance on the Dick Clark
Show and talked about her love of doo wop, especially Frankie Lymon and the Teenagers, leading
in to 'I Have A Boyfriend', a song originally by the Students. Before they were famous the
Ronettes got themselves a spot at the Peppermint Lounge in New York as dancers and took the
opportunity to sing, with 'What'd I Say' featuring from that period.
Next it was 'Walking In The Rain', with the Round
House Choir appearing on stage to give added
voice, and then 'Don't Worry Baby', a Brian Wilson
song which was dedicated to the Ronettes as
something of an answer to 'Be My Baby'. Ronnie
glossed over her desperate time with husband Phil
saying only that it was a difficult seven or eight
years. Her next number was 'I'd Much Rather Be
With The Girls', a song written for her by Keith
Richards but which she didn't record until many
years later. She took a short break while the
Ronettes did a more than passable version of Sam
and Dave's 'I Take What I Want' before returning for
an excellent cover of the Bee Gees' 'How Can You Mend A Broken Heart'.
After a brief throwback to last month's Christmas festival with 'Sleigh Ride', Ronnie's next song
was a cover of Johnny Thunder’s 'You Can't Put Your Arms Around A Memory', a poignant song
she recorded in 1999. Next came the song that everyone was waiting for - 'Be My Baby' - still as
brilliant as ever. And, appropriately as she was in Camden, a tribute to Amy Winehouse, who was
herself a fan of Ronnie, with 'Back To Black'. Amy's mum was in the audience apparently. 'I Wish I
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Never Saw The Sunshine' came next and then as an encore it was inevitable that it would be 'I
Can Hear Music'.
Ronnie has become a fairly regular visitor to the UK in recent years and this show was quite
similar to the one at the Barbican a few years back, But the 'in the round' theatre set up and her
new Ronettes made this a show to remember. Fabulous, as ever, and Ronnie you're always
welcome in the UK.
Friday, February 08, 2019
Back at the Rockin' Race Jamboree
I'm back at the Rockin' Race Jamboree in Torremolinos enjoying some warm and sunny weather
and some decent music, mostly of the rockabilly variety. As ever there's a good UK contingent
here, including John Howard, Gordon Fleming, Jonathan Batten, Mike MacDonald, Ron Cook,
Dave and Julie Thomas and Tony Rounce.
The music has been good, the highlight on the first
evening being 82 year old Mr 'Rock and Roll Guitar'
Johnny Knight, backed by the Deke Dickerson band,
with Johnny's son on keyboards. Dressed in a splendid
sparkly black jacket, Johnny was good on his sole hit,
'Rock and Roll Guitar', and its B side 'Snake Shake',
plus 'Got My Mojo Working', 'What Happened Last
Night', 'I'm Going To Buy Me A Dog', 'Two Ton Annie',
'Ooh Poo Pah Doo' and 'Shake A Hand'. He also
reappeared as his alter ego, the comedy character
Gamma Goochee. Only 30 minutes on stage but
effective.
Next up was Texas troubador Dale Watson, looking very much the part with his shock of silver
hair but maybe just a little too country for this rockabilly show. His songs included 'I Lie When I
Drink' (although it didn't stop him promoting Texas's Lone Star beer, a rather pointless exercise in
the Costa Del Sol). He's recently recorded a new album at Sam Phillips’ studio in Memphis
entitled 'Call Me Lucky', and his set included 'Elvis Was A Love Affair' written by Sam's son Jerry,
who is also attending the festival. Other songs included 'Mama Tried', a tribute to Merle Haggard,
Carl Perkins’ 'Long Legged Guitar Picking Man', a song made famous by Johnny Cash, and
'Down, Down, Down, Down'. Dale introduced Celine Lee on stage, an attractive Sleazy recording
artist, who looked great and whose rather average numbers included 'Big Girls Cry' and a couple
of duets with him.
Elsewhere in the festival Portuguese Pedro's rather whiney hillbilly set was quite effective, Mike
Hillman and His Latin Hillbillies did a lively set, but the Kaboons failed to set the crowd at the
Barracuda Hotel alight. There's plenty of music still to come and, unlike in England, the sun is
shining.
Next day the western styled Sarah Vista was visually appealing and proved entertaining and
Walter Broes and the Mercenaries were okay in their set at the Barracuda. An interview session
with Jerry Phillips, son of Sam Phillips, however, was riveting. Jerry came across as a thoughtful
and amusing man with some solid ideas on being a Rock'n'Roll singer (be yourself and don't be
an imitator) and shared reminiscences of his dad, Elvis, Jerry Lee, Howling Wolf and other Sun
artists. He also talked about his time at Stax working with Louis Paul, and what is happening now
at the Sam Phillips studio in Memphis.
The evening session of the festival began in great style with a super Rock'n'Roll set by Deke
Dickerson, kicking off with 'Mexicali Rose' and good versions of 'Brown Eyed Handsome Man' and
'Monkey's Uncle'. There was a number by drummer Chris 'Sugar Balls' Sprague playing guitar
while being held upside down, some guitar playing and Cossack dancing by Mitch Polzac, plus
two numbers by Johnny Knight including 'Rip It Up'.
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Next up was German band Smokestack Lightning. Not
the most exciting of acts they were melodic enough with
numbers including The Beatles' 'Hey Little Girl' and
'Polk Salad Annie', a tribute to Tony Joe White. Things
really began to heat up with the arrival on stage of The
Paladins, a hard rocking trio from San Diego who I last
saw about 30 years ago. Their frantic and professional
set included snatches of a number of songs I didn't
recognise plus 'Keep Changing' from their first new
album in many years and 'Slip Slipping In', a tribute to
Reggie Young who died recently and played on the
Eddie Bond original.
More hard rock followed with The Planet Rockers featuring Sonny George and Eddie Angel who
very much look the part, especially Sonny in his leathers and cowboy hat. A little subdued to begin
with they got into top gear with 'Lonesome Traveller' and 'Truck Drivers Rock'. Jerry Phillips,
wearing a gold lame jacket, came on for a couple of numbers including 'My Babe and 'That's
Alright With Me'.
On Saturday there was an event on the sea front featuring hot rods and souped up cars called
The Dash. Two excellent groups played sets. The Torontos, one of whose members is Augie
Burriel of the Velvet Candles, played some excellent guitar and sax Rock'n'Roll, including Don and
Juan's 'Chicken Necks' and Don and Dewey's ‘Kokomo Joe'. The sax player, Canadian Spencer
Evoy, also appeared later in the festival alongside J D McPherson. Thanks to John Clark for
finding out his name. One of the best sets of the entire weekend I thought, and the other band led
by Mitch Polzac was equally good with humour from Mitch and some good rocking material.
The main venue was rammed on Saturday night but the music started in quite a low key way with
Johny Tedesco, the 'Argentinian Elvis'. Apparently he recorded the first big Spanish language
Rock'n'Roll record, 'Rock Del Tom Tom', in 1958. His mostly pop styled songs, sung in Spanish,
went down well with the audience and his band was pretty good but I thought he was rather bland.
He was definitely helped by having members of the Velvet Candles supporting him on a string of
Elvis songs, including 'Rock a Hula Baby', 'She's Not You', 'Devil In Disguise', 'Little Sister' and
'Good Rocking Tonight’.
Much more exciting, and the best act of the night, were
Los Straitjackets, who backed the excellent J D
McPherson as well as performing a series of high
powered instrumentals which included 'Rampage '.
There were only three masked men on this occasion
but JD made up for any lack of manpower with some
good guitar on his numbers. These included 'Fire
Burns', Ritchie Valens' 'Ooh My Head', 'Hillbilly Blues',
the Troggs' ‘With A Girl Like You’, 'Let The Good Times
Roll', a Spanish version of 'Lucille, What Am I Living
For', JD's own excellent 'North Side Gal' and, as an
encore 'Seven Nights To Rock'. The huge crowd
thoroughly enjoyed this top notch set, as did I.
Next up were German band Hot Boogie Chillun who to my mind were loud, monotonous and
rather dull. Their numbers included 'I Want To Hear You Scream', 'Tonight', 'Twist Of Fate', 'Have
Love Will Travel' and their final song 'Fuckin' Sweet'. There was an element of repetition about
their approach which left me cold.
I expected to be lifted by the final act of the night for me, the Blasters, but was a bit disappointed.
Phil Alvin's singing and guitar playing was fine but he was immobile and seemed to be going
through the motions somewhat. Keith Wyatt by contrast was all action on lead guitar and numbers
such as 'Down The Line', 'Rebound', 'Dark Night', 'I'm Shakin'', 'Shovel Bound' and 'Marie Marie'
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were performed well. It was an enjoyable set, if not quite up to the standard of some I've seen in
the past.
The highlight of Sunday afternoon's music was Eddie Angel's Guitar Party with 'Sugarballs' on
drums, which featured excellently executed instrumentals in the Link Wray/Duane Eddy mould.
Los Torontos' sax player joined them (as he did during the JD McPherson set last night) for some
Johnny and the Hurricanes/Champs numbers and Deke Dickerson came on stage to do a brilliant
version of 'The Bird's The Word' with maniacal cackling. Earlier the Radions, a lively if bog
standard rockabilly band, played on the sea front.
Overall this was one of the most enjoyable Rockin' Races I've been to and the combination of the
Paladins, Los Straitjackets and the Blasters, not to mention the Planet Rockers and the Torontos,
would be difficult to beat for hard rocking pleasure.
Sunday, March 10, 2019
Rudy Love and the Manhattan project
It's a long standing practice in the music business to falsely use the name of someone famous to
promote records by lesser known artists. It's harmful to the star, but also harmful to the lesser
known name, who may be unaware of the deceit and almost certainly not in receipt of any
royalties for their work. And it does nothing to promote their career.
There can be few more blatant examples of this than an
LP attributed to Tyrone Davis on the Manhattan label, a
subsidiary of the UK President label, which came out
around 1980. I bought a copy yesterday (because I'm a
fan of Tyrone) but, on playing it, it was obvious that it
wasn't the real Tyrone, and closer inspection of the label
revealed that it was by 'Brother' Tyrone Davis. A little
research revealed that the ten tracks on the LP were
actually by Rudy Love, a Wichita soul man who has
experienced quite a bit of this double dealing over the
years. So much so in fact that last year a documentary
film called 'This Is Love' was released at the Raindance
Film Festival which featured Rudy and his mistreatment
by record companies over the years. Apparently he
appeared at the 100 Club in London to promote the film
on September 29, 2018, as Rudy Love and the Love
Family. I was away in the US at the time and wasn't aware of this but would be interested to hear
from anyone who was there.
The irony is that, although the Manhattan LP is not by the real Tyrone, it's an excellent record.
There's a version of 'Where Have You Been', originally by the Whispers, which has a great
Northern soul feel, and the other tracks are equally good. It seems that the tracks were recorded
for the Canyon/Roker label but not released at the time.
Manhattan issued over 30 LPs at the time by the likes of Gladys
Knight, Ray Charles, Shirley and Lee and several jazz greats and
as far as I can see these were obscure, but genuine, tracks in the
main (I may be wrong and would like to know if so). But one release
that definitely wasn't genuine was 'Funky Fox', which was attributed
to Doris Duke 'and Friends'. Incredibly, there are at least three
tracks on this LP by the real Tyrone Davis, but why they didn't turn
up on the LP attributed to his 'brother' is a mystery. There are also
some great soul tracks by Mamie Galore and Bobbie Jean Bland,
but you wouldn't know it from the sleeve or label as neither are
mentioned. In fact, like the fake Tyrone Davis LP, all the songs
have 'Unknown' as the writer. That even applies to the Shirley and Lee LP.
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It's to be hoped that Rudy Love is now getting his just desserts but I wouldn't count on it, and I
wonder how many examples of this dishonesty have occurred over the years
Sunday, March 17, 2019
Ural Thomas and the Pain at the 100 Club
The likes of the late Sharon Jones, Charles
Bradley and Lee Fields have brought retro soul to
the masses. They are artists whose careers
started long ago but fizzled out for some reason or
another before finding fame later in life. Now
there's another name to add to list: Ural Thomas.
And a very welcome addition he is too. With his
seven piece band The Pain he put on a show at
the 100 Club last night that spanned the decades,
mixing old school sixties Stax flavoured soul with
some excellent songs from his recent album 'The
Right Time'.
Based in Portland, Oregon, Ural was a member of
a group called The Monterays before going solo, and made some decent soul records in the
sixties, including 'Can You Dig It' and 'Pain Is The Name of Your Game' (hence his band's name).
He appeared at the Apollo with Otis Redding top of the bill, but with his career going nowhere he
returned to Portland where he continued to organise jam sessions at his home. Local DJ Scott
Magee was planning to set up a soul band and met Ural six years ago. After local gigs they made
an album and are now on their first European tour.
Ural is nearly eighty, but you would
never think so as he has the energy
and the looks of a man much younger.
It's a dynamic stage act, with hints of
James Brown and Sam and Dave
among others. His numbers - well
supported by the band - were a good
mix of his own material, much of it cowritten with Scott Magee - and a few
well performed covers. He began with
'Pain Is The Name of Your Game' and
followed up with two more tracks from
his album 'No Distance (Between You
and Me)' and 'Gotta Say (I Love You)'.
Two covers followed - an exciting
version of Sam and Dave's 'You Got
Me Humming' and William Bell's 'Any
Other Way'.
'Can You Dig It', first recorded in 1967, followed and then came a great version of the Contours'
'Just a Little Misunderstanding'. The title track from his 'Right Time' album was very much a
James Brown influenced number but the next one, the slow 'Come Back To Me', showed that he
isn't just a shouter. The opening track on his album 'Slow Down' followed, with more variety with
'Vibrations' and 'I Got To Go Back'. There was some funk included but this was really varied
material and highly enjoyable. His encore featured a slow number called 'Smile' and the energetic
'Push 'Em Up'. Overall, this was a good show and Ural is to be recommended. Catch him while
you can!
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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I really enjoyed the last issue of TFTW (107) especially the nostalgic piece by Tony Papard which
brought back similar memories. My Dad also loved music and radio and, sometime in the 1950s,
brought home a very, very long pole to which he connected a piece of wire and, with the other end
plugged into the back of our Bakelite valve radio, we could listen to Hilversum (now Radio 747),
Luxembourg and AFN. I remember a regular15 minute programme by Willie Dixon (The Big Three
Trio) being the earliest I recollect.
When Rock'n'Roll ‘died’ in the mid ’60s, Tony turned to Country Music, but I floundered for a year
or two before I found Rhythm & Blues and Blues music which I still enjoy but in a more
contemporary style which I think is nearest to the old Rock'n'Roll.

      
“Cassettes are the new vinyl” was heard said on a current
affairs programme on TV recently. Some young people had
to be told what a Walkman was and how it worked. The
Cassette Tape was king in the ’70s and ’80s. There were
three main blank tapes, the C60, C90 and C120. The
numbers represented the time in minutes, and it was so
easy to record vinyl etc., to play in your car or use the
Walkman which was like a heavy mobile phone plus earpods.
Nick Hornby, in his book ‘High Fidelity’ told about a bloke
who ran a small record shop and he and his two assistants
made top five tapes to play to each other. I used to do this
with a couple of mates and, when I ran a pub, my
background music was all my own recorded tapes which I still have. My wife loves reading and
also Talking Books which she gets from the local library and are now boxes (looking like oversize
books) of CDs but originally were Cassette Tapes, much better than CDs as they could be easily
repaired, and I still have a little repair kit to splice and untwist tapes which were damaged. We find
CDs being passed from borrower to borrower become faulty (stammering and in some cases
unplayable) and cannot be repaired. Not much of a step forward.
I still use Cassettes (I think Ken Major also swears by them) and have two very good Denon
Recorders and well over 400 tapes, mostly of my vinyl which I used to swap with friends of like
musical tastes.
I say, “Welcome back” and as far as I am concerned, it never went away!”

      
I have suspected this for a while, but it is evident that a number of Festivals are not running this
year, and some are dropping the Blues Festival title and changing to Music Festival and more and
more tribute bands are appearing in the line ups. My theory is that many British Blues bands
actually play a form of loud rock a la heavy Metal, a type of music that was popular in the ’70s/’80s
but frowned upon by the radio stations and not played. I still don’t like it and am careful which
Blues bands I go and see now but take small industrial ear defenders just in case!
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Who did I last See? The last band I saw was Storm Warning but I have seen and talked about
these before. They played several tunes from their coming CD and both Steve (a drummer friend I
met at the gig) and I thought it was a bit wall-paper music and each tune sounded very similar.
They were supported by a three-piece group from Oxford called ‘The Bad Day Blues Band’,
playing their own material, who I thought were a bit loud and very like the British band ‘Dr.
Feelgood’; however Steve thought they were just up his street and bought their CD.
Before them I went to see ‘The Zoe Schwarz
Blue Commotion’ and what a band this was.
Steve was again with me and he liked them too.
This was a real four-piece Blues supergroup
featuring Zoe Schwartz, vocals, Rob Koral, her
husband and lead guitar, Pete Whittaker,
keyboard and Paul Robinson on drums.
Zoe is an enigma in that sometimes you hear
Billie Holiday and sometimes Nina Simone with
a fine strong Bluesy voice in between. Rob
Koral plays his hollow bodied guitar with a
virtuoso jazz feel but keeps it in the Blues vein.
He is a very good player. Pete Whittaker has a two keyboard Cromar Mojo XT organ and plays
rhythm, lead, accompaniment and supplies the bass. I loved watching him. Last, but definitely not
least, is drummer Paul Robinson, who has played with almost everybody including Paul
McCartney and a twenty-year stint with Nina Simone. He was leaving that night for Australia to
play a tour with Eric Bibb.
This band had been together for six years and their two sets included much self-penned material
from their seven albums but mostly from their last ‘The Blues And I Should Have A Party’. A very
tight unit, they were one of the best outfits I had seen for a long time and the evening was over all
too soon. Look them up on YouTube.

Lists: The Independent Blues Broadcasters Association (IBBA) have a weekly Blues programme
schedule which is printed in ‘Blues In Britain’ Magazine. All the stations can be heard on your
computer if you go to bluesbroadcasters.co.uk and click on the programme button. Here is their
recent top five although ‘Blues In Britain’ list their top Forty.
1.‘Roads That Cross’ by Katarina Pejak
2.‘Road I Call Home’ by Elles Bailey
3.‘Signs’ by The Tedeschi Trucks Band’
4.‘Nobody Told Me’ by John Mayall
5.‘No U Turn’ by Susan Santos
A couple of names here that I don’t know. Katarina Pejak is a classically trained piano player from
Serbia but now living in the USA and I have the two very good albums by Tedeschi Trucks and
John Mayall.

The Blues Styles. Continuing the blues history and roots, in
this issue, a little about 2) Jug Bands.
In the same way that Skiffle took off in this country in the late
fifties, Jug bands sprang up on many a plantation and at the
turn of the century (1900) there were probably more Jug Bands
than any other form of Blues.
Basically, Jug bands were home-made instruments like cigar
box and fiddles, boxes to hit, kazoos, washboards and wash
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tubs, spoons, pipes, pans, work tools, possibly a harmonica and Jugs.
Unlike Blues Music this was devised to be more good time music (like Skiffle) to entertain at
shindigs but using the tunes they knew which were mostly from Blues. The Jug, a large pottery
bottle, produced the Tuba-like bass sound by blowing rhythmically across the top of the neck. This
filled in the bottom of the music much like a double bass or tuba. Blues experts think this type of
music is the ‘missing link’ between West African music and the Blues.
Recorded music from early 1900 Jug bands is extremely rare
and mostly those bands sunk to oblivion and it was only in
the 1920s, 1930s that a couple of Jug Bands became
popular enough to record and both were from the Memphis
area, Gus Cannon’s Jug Stompers (Gus made his first
banjo from a bread pan and a broom handle) and The
Memphis Jug Band and both worked from a Blues music
base. However the great depression and competition from
Country Blues solo artists effectively killed off this form of
down home music, but it has always remained under the
radar and more recent folk and blues artists often look at this
type of music as a source; for example, The Rooftop Singers
took Gus Cannon’s ‘Walk Right In’ to the top of the charts in
1963 and The Grateful Dead used another of his tunes,
‘Viola Lee Blues’, on their first album.
Currently, The Jake Leg Jug Band have just issued ‘Fifth
Avenue’ and it is an album full of 1930s material played on washboard, banjo, guitar, dobro,
double bass, trombone, harmonica and, of course, jug.
It is, and always has been, a fun but blues music.

What was my last CD? ”Hike Up Your Socks” by Liz Kennedy.
Yes, it is a Country Album or at least it says it is! So why have I
bought it? Well because I saw a YouTube video of her singing with
Taj Mahal and it was so good, I bought the album! Listening to
further tracks I found an acoustic feel with the great musicians she
was using plus her lovely ‘elderly’ voice. This is a very enjoyable
album and grows on me all the time. The track with Taj Mahal is
‘Everyone Knows How It Goes’. There is lovely piano throughout
both by her and Eamonn Flynn (the Commitments) and electric and
acoustic guitar from Joel Jaffe who produced the album. This is
very much a Roots album and a great addition to my collection of
CDs.

What’s on my iPod?

”Cleaning Windows” from the album “Beautiful Vision” by Van Morrison,
although my copy is from his ‘Best of’ album which I bought in 1994. I am not a great fan of Van
Morrison although I’ve tried to like his music but find it lacks interest. This track, however, is one I
have given 5 stars on my iPod. It’s not the voice and it’s not the words (I never listen to words but
just count the voice as another instrument), it is the terrific organ, bass and guitar riff that runs
right through it. I don’t think I put any of the rest of that album on my iPod.
Dave Parker

Footnote. It looks like I am going to have to swallow my pride and start downloading as I am
trying to find a CD version of ‘REAL’ by Byfield (Rocking Jimmy Byfield). I can only find
downloads. Got any ideas out there in TFTW-land where I might find one?
DP
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

LOST SOULS
HARVEY SCALES
Harvey Scales was born 27th September 1941 in Arkansas
relocating to Milwaukee with his family in the mid-fifties. At
school groups of teenagers would compete in doo-wop
contests during informal amateur hour. One of the outfits that
Scales fronted was the Esquires. In 1963 a scout for Cuca
records spotted the promising talent. The group were soon in
the studio and recorded, 'Long Hot Summer' b/w 'Voodoo
Waltz'. The group went on to have a moderately successful
few years. Scales opted to go solo forming his own backing
outfit the Seven Sounds, and cut, 'The Clock', which
disappeared without trace. Following a further three releases
on Cuca they signed, in 1967, to Magic Touch records and
immediately scored with 'Get Down' (R&B 32) (Pop 79). Various sides were recorded for the label
between 1967 and 1976, many produced by legendary Don Davis. Davis got Scales a deal with
Chess Records, and during 1970 saw the release of four sides of which, 'I'll Run To Your Side' is a
stand out. None bothered the charts, as did a solitary release on Stax Records, 'I Wanna Do It'.
Following on from his brief spell at Stax he got heavily into writing and producing, and was soon
writing for major soul artists including the Dramatics, Millie Jackson, ZZ Hill, Tavares, The Dells,
Bobby Womack, and 'Love-Itis' for the J Geils Band.
In 1976 Scales co-wrote Johnnie Taylor’s 'Disco Lady', which became one of the biggest selling
forty fives of all time, and became the first ever platinum disc to sell over 2 million.
Thanks to 'Disco Lady' Scales was now hot property, and landed a two album deal with
Casablanca Records. The first album CONFIDENTIAL AFFAIR was well received, but wasn’t
exactly that exciting. The second album was HOT FOOT which apparently was dreadful.
During the seventies he skipped around various labels, without much success. In 1990 he really
bounced back with an awe-inspiring stunning ballad, 'Are You Still In Love' on Kashgold. And in
1991 the Northern Soul favourite, 'Spend The Nite Forever'/'Single Girl', on Earthtone Records.
He continued to record, write, tour until fairly recently, but could never again reach those dizzy
heights from the sixties and seventies. Dubbed “Milwaukee’s Godfather Of Soul” and across a six
decade career, he lived up to the title.
He died 11th February 2019.
EDDIE GILES
Eddie/Eddy Giles' handful of forty fives gave us some
incredible Southern Soul. He was born on 17th March 1938 in
Frierson, Louisiana. In the early fifties he moved to Shreveport,
where his interest in music took hold. He taught himself to play
guitar. Giles would later join a local gospel group, the Mt. Olive
Humming Bees, and played guitar for various local bands on a
Sunday morning KOKA radio show. In 1962 he then joined
another gospel group, the Pilgrim Jubilee.
He formed his own group, Eddie Giles and the Jive Five. He
got a record deal with Dee Marais’ Shreveport based Murco
Records. Giles wanted to record gospel music, but was pushed
into recording secular music. Giles actually had scribbled a
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song down on the split from a partner. So in 1966, after a tidy up 'Losin’ Boy' was released, which
registered five weeks on the Cashbox Hot 100. Giles had a further six singles on Murco over the
next couple of years. But the follow up records didn’t sell and Giles left the company. Murco stand
outs would be 'While I’m Away (Baby Keep The Faith)', which is a heartfelt ballad about a soldier
serving in the Vietnam war, hoping his partner remains faithful while he’s away. In 1968 'Happy
Man' was the man at his deepest, one of his best moments on plastic, as was 'Love With A
Feeling', which is a tremendous soulful gem.
In 1970 a one off on Silver Fox records with O V Wright’s deep soul
standard, 'That’s How Strong My Love Is', gets the Giles treatment.
Then in 1973 on the Alarm label a superb ballad, written by the great
Bobby Patterson, 'Married Lady' b/w an excellent cheating number,
'Are You Living With The One You’re Loving With'. This was also
released in the UK on, and was the launch of, Gary Cape’s Hit and
Run label. In 1977 his next and final secular release was 'Sexy Lady',
on Custom Sound records.
He returned to his spiritual roots with the Lakeside Baptist Church in
Shreveport. His decision to redirect himself to God led him to work as
a gospel DJ on the Dallas based radio station KKDA. He later became a deacon, and then a
pastor at Salem Missionary Baptist Church for more than 25 years.
He died 9th February 2019, aged 80.
JAMES INGRAM
James Ingram who hailed from Akron, Ohio, was a vocalist, multiinstrumentalist, and composer. In an incredible career he was
nominated for 14 various Grammy awards. He was widely known
for his hits, such as his duets with Patti Austin, 'Baby Come To Me'
(R&B 9) (Pop 1), 'How Do You Keep The Music Playing' (R&B 6)
(Pop 45) and Michael McDonald, 'Yah Mo B There' (R&B 5) (Pop
19).
Ingram paid his dues during the early seventies as a songwriter and
keyboardist, with his Ohio band Revelation Funk. After moving to
Los Angeles, as a member of touring bands for Ray Charles and
the Coasters, Quincy Jones discovered Ingram and invited him to
compose material for Patti Austin, and record as a solo artist. He made his first chart appearance,
with Quincy Jones featuring James Ingram on A&M with 'Just Once' (R&B 11) (POP 17). His solo
albums and forty fives never matched the level of the success he had enjoyed with his
collaborations. His final R&B chart placing was in 1995, a pairing with Anita Baker, 'When You
Love Somebody' (R&B 71). He continued to record and collaborate with various artists, until he
was forced to retire as he battled brain cancer.
He was born 16th February 1952 and died 29th January 2019.
JACKIE SHANE
Jackie Shane was a transgender woman who had a brief
recording career. Shane is best known for her 1963 cover of
Williams Bell’s 'Any Other Way'.
Shane, originally from Nashville, Tennessee, in 1960 moved to
Montreal, than onto Toronto, Canada. She became a prominent
artist on the Canadian music scene. Shane faded in prominence
in the early seventies after moving to Los Angeles, and slowly
evaporated from the scene.
Shane's few records can be found on Sue/Modern/Cookin'. In
1967 she released a very much acclaimed live album, JACKIE
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SHANE "LIVE", which consisted of well-trodden soul classics, 'Knock On Wood', 'High Heel
Sneakers' etc.
She was born 15th May 1940 and died 21st February 2019.
MALCOLM WISEMAN
Mac Wiseman was a Bluegrass and country legend, who
over his seventy plus years in the spotlight helped build the
birth of bluegrass, and modern country music. He was the
final surviving member of the pioneering Lester Flatt and
Earl Scruggs original Foggy Mountain Boys.
In his later life he recorded with, amongst others, Johnny
Cash and Merle Haggard. Among his many awards he
was, in 2014, inducted into the Country Music Hall of
Fame.
Notable songs from his solo career include 'Love Letters In
The Sand', 'The Ballad Of Davy Crockett' and 'My Blue Heaven'
He was born 23rd May 1925 and died 24th February 2019.
EDWIN L BIRDSONG
Edwin Birdsong was a singer, songwriter,
keyboardist, and record producer. His blend of
funk, jazz, and disco, through the seventies and
eighties, resulted in a cult following.
He released a handful of solo albums, WHAT
IT IS (1972), SUPER NATURAL (1973) and
EDWIN BIRDSONG (1979), but his invincible
fusion within his grooves achieved only limited
success. In turn he moved to working behind
the scenes, as a very much sought after
session musician and producer for major acts.
His creations have been sampled by hundreds
of artists.
He was born 22nd August 1941 and died 21st
January 2019.
MICHAEL WYCOFF was a singer, songwriter, and background singer who will be best
remembered for his Soul classic 'Looking Up To You'. He was born 8th February 1956, and died
13th March 2019.
SCOTT WALKER has died aged 76. His take on Jacques Brel's 'Jackie' is a much played platter
in Soulboy’s mansion.
50 YEARS AGO (April/May 1969)
SOUL CITY RECORDS
SOUL CITY SINGLES APRIL 1969
HOLE IN THE WALL - The Packers : Soul City
I HEARD IT THRU THE GRAPEVINE - Marvin Gaye : Tamotown
SOPHISTICATED SISSY - The Meters : Stateside
WHAT KIND OF LADY - Dee Dee Sharp : Action
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EVERYDAY PEOPLE - Sly & Family Stone : Direction
MY BABY SPECIALISES - Judy Clay & William Bell : Stax
LOOK WHAT YOU'VE DONE TO MY HEART - Shirley & Shirelles : Bell
TAKE CARE OF YOUR HOMEWORK - Johnnie Taylor : Stax
THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT - Thelma Houston : Soul City
GRITS AIN'T GROCERIES - Little Milton : Chess
CALIFORNIA DREAMIN' - Bobby Womack : Minit
CAN'T SATISFY - The Impressions : Stateside
ALBUMS
IN THE GROOVE - Marvin Gaye : Tamotown
THIS IS MY COUNTRY - The Impressions : Buddah
FOR ONCE IN MY LIFE - Stevie Wonder : Tamotown
THE NATCH'L BLUES - Taj Mahal : Direction
THIS IS SUE - Various Artists : Sue
DANCING IN THE STREET - Martha & Vadellas : Tamotown
THE SUPREMES/TEMPTATIONS - Ditto : Tamotown
‘NUFF SAID - Nina Simone : RCA
SOUL CLAN - Various Artists : Atlantic
SOUL MASTER - Edwin Starr : Tamotown
SINGLES MAY 1969
FOOLISH FOOL - Dee Dee Warwick : Mercury
THE RIGHT TRACK - Billy Butler : Soul City
SOULSHAKE - Peggy Scott/Jo Jo Benson : Polydor
I’LL NEVER FORGET YOU - Chris Jackson : Soul City
CAN I CHANGE MY MIND - Tyrone Davis : Atlantic
THE CHOKIN’ KIND - Joe Simon : Monument
AIN’T LOVE GOOD, AIN’T LOVE PROUD - Tony Clark :Chess
I STILL LOVE YOU - Jean Stanback : Deep Soul
GOTTA FIND ME A LOVER - Erma Franklin : MCA
SOULFUL DRESS - Sugar Pie Desanto : Chess
SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL - Soul Brother Six : Atlantic
I DO LOVE YOU - Billy Stewart : Chess
ALBUMS
SOUL 69 - Aretha Franklin : Atlantic
WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW IS LOVE - The Sweet Inspirations : Atlantic
IN THE GROOVE - Marvin Gaye : Tamotown
THIS IS SUE - Various Artists : Island
‘NUFF SAID - Nina Simone : RCA
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THE DYNAMIC - Clarence Carter : Atlantic
SILK ‘n’ SOUL - Gladys Knight/Pips : Tamotown
TRIBUTE TO A KING - William Bell : Atco
THIS IS CHESS - Various Artists : Chess
HEY JUDE - Wilson Pickett : Atlantic
Lowell Fulson was live at the Marquee 11th May 1969
Howlin’ Wolf was also live at the Marquee 29th May 1969
Sam the Sham was live at the Royal Tottenham 13th June 1969
SOUL CHEATING
As the majority of the following ditties’ subject matter is of a sexual nature and infidelity, Soulboy
suggests parental guidance before googling.
IN THE ROOM NEXT TO THE ROOM - Charles Wilson : Ecko 1995
THE DARK END OF THE STREET - Lee Moses : Gates 1969
MARRIED BUT NOT TO EACH OTHER - Denise LaSalle : Westbound 1976
MAKING LOVE (AT THE DARK END OF THE STREET) - Clarence Carter : Atlantic 1969
MOANS, GRUNTS and GROANS - Bill Coday : Shazam 1995
I WAS CHECKIN' OUT, SHE WAS CHECKIN' IN - Don Covay : Mercury 1973
ARE YOU LIVING WITH THE ONE YOUR LOVING WITH - Eddie Giles : Alarm 1973
IF I HADN’T SLIPPED UP AND GOT CAUGHT - Bobby Patterson : Granite 1976
CHEATIN’ KIND - Don Gardener : Sedgrick 1969
ME AND MRS JONES - Billy Paul : Philadelphia Int 1972
HIS OLD LADY AND MY OLD LADY - Little Milton : Malaco 1988
BACKFIELD IN MOTION - Mel & Tim : Bamboo 1969
CHEATING, TEASING and MISLEADING - Moses Dillard/Martha Starr : Shout 1972
SHO WASN’T ME - Ronnie Lovejoy : Shazam 1999
SHE DIDN'T KNOW (SHE KEPT ON TALKING) - Sandra Phillips : Canyon 1970
STANDING ROOM ONLY - Kim Tolliver : Pathfinder 1974
LIPSTICK ON HIS PANTS - Sheba Potts-Wright : Shazam 2010
WOMAN TO WOMAN - Shirley Brown : Stax 1974
TRYIN’ TO LOVE TWO - William Bell : Mercury 1976
DIP MY DIPPER - Cicero Blake : Rainbows End 1978
I WISH HE DIDN’T TRUST ME SO MUCH - Bobby Womack : MCA 1985
I MIGHT BE YOUR HUSBAND - Preston Shannon : Shazam 2011
SOMEBODY’S BEEN ENJOYING MY HOME - Don Covay : Mercury 1973
BILL - Peggy Scott-Adams : Miss Butch 1996
I GOT CAUGHT - Clarence Carter : ABC 1995
MR & MRS UNTRUE - Price Mitchell/Rene Sloane : Sunset
HOW MUCH MORE CAN SHE STAND - Conway Twitty : Decca 1971
THE COLD HARD FACTS OF LIFE - Porter Wagoner : RCA Victor 1967
BABY I KNOW - Lesley Gore : Mercury 1963
Now finally Donald isn’t cheating, but he’s pulling out
all the stops pleasuring his lady. No matter how hard
he tries she is more interested in her bubble gum.
SHE KEPT CHEWING GUM - Donald Jacob : Lanor 1988
Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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TFTW continues its new section where we revisit previous articles that may (or may not) have a
current relevance.

Mr Excitement 1934 – 1984: A tribute to Jackie
Wilson
(Parts 2 & 3)

Printed in issues 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 from Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct 2002
A Woman, A Lover, A Friend/Body And Soul
(Diablo 882)
Continuing from where we left off last issue, Jackie Wilson's fifth album to be originally released is
paired with the eighth album for this CD. Before we take a look at them, we must refer to the fact
that, in between their appearances, Jackie had a close brush with death due to an obsessed fan
(one Juanita Jones) wanting to spend some time with Wilson in a hotel room. He spurned her
advances and she shot him twice; one bullet stayed permanently close to his spine and he also
managed to lose a kidney. However, he soon recovered and resumed working, business as usual.
Anyway, Billy Davis and Berry Gordy were out of the picture by that time “A Woman, A Lover, A
Friend” was released in November 1960, leaving Nat Tarnopol and Dick Jacobs to do exactly as
they pleased with Jackie.
Once it was established that songs that were specially adapted operatic arias were shifting
serious quantities of records (such as ‘Alone At Last', 'All My Love', 'My Empty Arms' and the
million-selling 'Night') Tarnopol and Jacobs continued using such like material for some time. They
reasoned that Jackie could handle such material given his extensive range and apparently he
loved these orchestrations, so songs on the album like 'Your One And Only Love', 'When You Add
Religion To Love' and 'We Kissed' find Jackie up against heavenly choirs, banks of strings and
rolling tympani. That he rose above all this is indicative of his great talent but the passage of time
hasn't been kind to material like the aforementioned and, to those who feel that his later, more
soulful works represent the best of Jackie Wilson, these songs are considered an embarrassment
to his name.
For the rockers there were '(So Many) Cute Little Girls' and 'Am I The Man'; regarding the latter,
it’s okay to have strings and choirs on a ballad but on an up-tempo rocker, it's just plain daft; a pity
as 'Am I The Man' contains one of the most electrifying vocals of Wilson's career. The easy
rocking 'You Cried' and 'One Kiss’ and the blues ballad 'Behind The Smile Is A Tear' are thought
(rightly I feel) by booklet note writer Alan Robinson to be leftovers from the "Sings The Blues"
session. As for the title track, it was another big hit and inspired Otis Redding to cut his own great
versions for the “Otis Blue” album a few years later.
First released in April 1962, “Body And Soul” is sound-wise the complete opposite of its CD-mate.
Bob Mersey took care of the orchestrations and thankfully these are largely understated and
relatively unobtrusive. Timeless classics such as Coleman Hawkins’ ‘Body And Soul’, ‘Blue Moon’,
Billy Eckstine’s ‘I Apologise’, and the Duke's ‘I Got It Bad’ are blended with newer compositions
such as ‘The Tear Of The Year’ (a 1961 hit), ‘The Greatest Hurt’ (another more minor hit) and a
personal favourite of mine ‘I Don't Know You Any More’. Then, as now, it makes for great latenight listening.
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You Ain't Heard Nothing Yet/Merry Christmas
(Diablo 892)
Hmmmm… these curiosities were first issued in February 1961 and
October 1963 respectively. The first album is a heartfelt tribute to one
of Jackie's early heroes and whenever I play this album (not too
frequently!) I tend to go for the ballads rather than up-tempo stuff like
‘Swannee’, ‘Toot Toot Tootsie’ and ‘California Here I Come’. The vocal
on ‘My Yiddisher Momma’, in particular, is superbly done and the
versions of ‘Sonny Boy’, ‘Keep Smiling At Trouble’ and ‘Anniversary
Song’ are pleasant enough but this attempt to broaden Wilson's
versatility to the max didn't find many buyers at that time and,
occasionally, this labour of love did indeed sound laboured.
It was re-issued as “Nowstalgia” in 1972, a pointless exercise, as
Jackie was then in the middle of making some scintillating soul albums and so nobody would have
been interested in an Al Jolson tribute album by anybody. However, the Christmas album is more
likeable but don't expect any vocal fireworks (things are generally played straight). The
orchestration credits are split between Dick Jacobs and Al Lorber and the album contains such
seasonal favourites as ‘Silent Night’, ‘White Christmas’, ‘O Holy Night’, ‘The First Noel’ and ‘Deck
The Halls With Boughs Of Holly’.
By Special Request/Live At The Copa
(Diablo DIAB883)
First released in September 1961 “By Special Request” rates as one of the better albums in terms
of featuring standards. Fittingly perhaps, Bob Mersey does the orchestration for many of these
songs and so you don't get quite so much of the excesses that plagued Dick Jacobs’
arrangements. For example, there's a strong version of Johnnie Ray’s ‘Cry’, a super take of
‘Stormy Weather’, the song that made a star of Lena Horne ‘You Belong To My Heart', first
featured in the Walt Disney movie “The Gay Caballero” (Elvis fans will no doubt know that he sang
a line or two at the Million Dollar Quartet Session at the Sun Studio in '56), also there's a stunning
vocal on Nelson Eddy and Jeanette McDonald(!)'s ‘Indian Love Call’. The Duke Ellington
songbook is again plundered for ‘Mood Indigo’ and this gets a pretty smooth reading. First
recorded with Billy Ward's Dominoes while at King, Jackie superbly revisits ‘Tenderly’ while his
version of ‘Try A Little Tenderness’ is one of my favourite performances of a standard by Wilson.
Of the then more recent material ‘Lonely Life’ and the rockin’ ‘Way I Am’ were featured by Jackie
in the 1961 movie “Teenage Millionaire” and ‘Lonely Life’ and ‘I'm Coming On Back To You’ have
the kind of kitchen sink arrangements that only Dick Jacobs could create (a shame in the latter's
case as it rocks a bit). An attractive ballad ‘One More Time’ wraps it up for “By Special Request”,
an album of pretty reasonable quality.
For those who came to Jackie via his Seventies soul material, hearing 1962’s “Live At The Copa”
album will be something of a culture shock. The Copacabana Club, situated in New York, was the
top nightspot in the area and was considered to be as prestigious as any venue on the Las Vegas
strip. A “Live At The Copa” album was a popular concept from the late Fifties well into the Sixties
and artists who released such albums included Connie Francis, Bobby Darin, the Supremes and
Sam Cooke and each album combined a smattering of standards with a few of the artist’s biggest
hits. Sam Cooke’s album was probably the best of these, essentially because he was featuring
some of his favourite songs of the time, such as ‘Blowing In The Wind’ and his great, up-tempo
arrangement of ‘Tennessee Waltz’, whereas Jackie's album almost completely surrendered to
showbiz (hey that’s a point - wonder if someone's sitting on a “Jackie Wilson Live At The Square
Club, Harlem” take somewhere?!)
There's little to commend it to the R&B fan except for a great extended workout on ‘Lonely
Teardrops’ that concludes the ‘I Love ‘Em All’ hits medley; it’s the one moment where the album
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truly catches fire. Other than that you hear the likes of ‘Tonight’ from “West Side Story” with
specially adapted lyrics, ‘Love For Sale’ and ‘Perfect Day’. Also there's a nod to Wilson's operatic
skills with ‘And This Is My Beloved’. The album was recorded on April 30th 1962 and released that
August, and featured Sy Oliver and his Orchestra and Chorus (I believe Oliver has worked
extensively with Ella Fitzgerald and Peggy Lee) and there’s a glowing tribute on the back cover
from Ed Sullivan on whose show Jackie frequently appeared in the Sixties.
Last word on the Copa saga; in 1994 there appeared a CD emanating from “somewhere in
Europe” on the Alvorado label containing the entire “Copa” show. ‘Night’ was omitted from the
Diablo release for space reasons (the entire CD runs to just over 80 minutes) but is featured on
the Alvorado release along with two unreleased songs from the session, ‘Sing’ and a great version
of ‘Can't Help Lovin’ Dat Man Of Mine’ (or should I say woman).
Sings The World's Greatest Melodies / Spotlight On J W
It’s January 1963. Berry Gordy’s new Motown label is racking hit after hit, going from strength to
strength; some great, tough, powerful R&B sounds are coming out of such independent labels as
Atlantic, Fame and Stax and what do Nat Tarnopol and Dick Jacobs at Brunswick do? Put Jackie
Wilson in the studio with a ginormous symphony orchestra, have him a record classical themes
converted into popular songs, call it “J W Sings The World's Greatest Melodies” and voila! a
million selling album. Right? Wrong! Though Jackie’s miraculous voice again rises above the
insanity, albums with song titles such as ‘Pianissimo’, ‘You Thing Of Beauty’ and ‘A Girl Named
Tamiko’ could never sell like hot cakes with the kids. They didn't want to be serenaded – they
wanted to dance. Happily, Jackie was soon to be provided with some decent material but the one
redeeming feature about “World's Greatest Melodies” is the slow blues ‘My Tale Of Woe’; a
wonderful track totally at odds with the other material on this album.
Still balladic but of a better quality, was “Spotlight On J W” unleashed in September 1965.
Strangely “Body And Soul”s ‘I Apologise’ is included here again but there are good versions of
such songs as ‘Over The Rainbow’, ‘Georgia On My Mind’ and ‘What Kind Of Fool Am I’. Wilson
revisits the Billy Ward days with tasty updates of ‘Rags To Riches’ and ‘Until The Real Thing
Comes Along’. There's also an interesting update of ‘We Have Love’, Johnny Ace’s ‘Pledging My
Love’ is faithfully recreated and I liked the take of Eddy Arnold’s ‘You Don't Know Me’; it seems
that Jackie got his inspiration for this, just as ‘Georgia On My Mind’ from Brother Ray. Also, Jackie
finally got to record a version of ‘Lonely Teardrops’ as it was originally intended to be recorded; as
a slow blues. No doubt Berry would have loved this and while Jackie does as fine a job as can be
expected, few (including me) will prefer this arrangement to the sparkling, Latin concoction that
made Mr Excitement a major superstar.
P.S. Apologies for the mistakes in the first part of this series where I implied that Jackie would
have been 68 in July rather than the correct June - the first part was written in May. Sorry for
being misleading, slapped wrist, ouch!
Baby Workout / Something Else
(Diablo DIAB 885)
Although by late 1962 Jackie Wilson had consolidated his reputation as one of the nation's hottest
live acts, his single releases were achieving progressively lower chart placings. The nascent
R&B/soul movement was expanding rapidly and, by early 1963, Wilson's manager, Nat Tarnopol,
could no longer ignore the new trend, having noted the commercial failure of the “World's Greatest
Melodies” collection. So, out went the strings and choirs and in came a rockin’ big band (directed
by veteran Gil Askey) for the next Brunswick release. Jackie and Alonzo Tucker wrote a dance
based tune, called it ‘Baby Workout’, got Askey to arrange it, the song was cut (apparently on
February 28th 1963), the response was favourable and Jackie's name was duly restored to the
Billboard Top Five.
An album swiftly followed in April 1963 which, in addition to the title track, featured eleven other
songs of a particularly high quality. The naturally vigorous ‘Shake Shake Shake’ was released as
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a follow-up to ‘Baby Workout’ in July ‘63 but stalled just outside the top 20 in the States. ‘It's All My
Fault’ and ‘I Feel Like I'm In Paradise’ were cleffed by Wilson and Tucker while ‘Do The Kickapoo’
was the creation of Wilson and Leroy Fann (I’d be interested to see this dance demonstrated).
‘Yeah! Yeah! Yeah!’ as you’d expect is a close relative of ‘Shake Shake Shake’. ‘So Many Cute
Little Girls’ is a mid-tempo retread of a song first featured on the “A Woman, A Lover, A Friend”
album while ‘Say You Will’ is pretty much ‘Lonely Teardrops’ in a new suit of clothes. ‘You Only
Live Once’ and ‘What Good Am I Without You’ chug along nicely. ‘Now That I Want Her’, which
takes its inspiration from ‘You Can Have Her’, emanates from the pens of Alonzo Tucker and Titus
Turner no less, while the late Otis Blackwell contributed to the rocking ‘Love Train’ (nowt to do
with the O-Jays).
The album was commercially successful but an album of a similar ilk, “Somethin’ Else”, issued in
June 1964, did not set the charts on fire - a shame really as, collectively, these albums are prime
Jackie Wilson. Strangely, they did not gain a UK release and, in fact, they weren't the only Wilson
recordings to be denied British exposure; the Christmas album never made it to these shores and
the folk at Decca house on the Albert Embankment turned down ‘Night’ and ‘My Empty Arms’ as
transforming operatic arias into popular songs was deemed blasphemous (didn't stop ‘em
releasing ‘Alone At Last’ on a Coral single over here in 1960 though!).
It's been said of “Somethin’ Else” that the recording session, which
resulted in the album, barely lasted a day and that it's a fan's favourite.
The material is admittedly lightweight (Jackie and Alonzo generally
having shared the writing chores with only a little help from their friends)
but who cares if you're Kickapooing yourself into a rapturous frenzy?
The tempo only flags twice for ‘Be My Girl’ and the particularly dynamic
‘Give Me Back My Heart'; both are quite spiffing! Spiffing also is the midtempo ‘My Best Friend's Girl’, a song which truly belongs in spiff heaven.
The version of ‘Big Boss Line’ heard here is a looser alternate take
which has none of the tightness of the take that made it onto a single in
mid-1964. ‘Twistin’n’Shoutin’ could best be described as ‘Baby Workout
Part 2’.
With ‘Can I Get A Witness’ as its inspiration, ‘Squeeze Her, Tease Her’ appeared on a single with
only modest success. The remaining songs, ‘Groovin’, ‘Deep Down Love’, ‘Take One Step (And I'll
Take Two)’, ‘Love Is Where You Find It’ and ‘Rebecca’ are all great for dancing ‘n’ listening. So,
“Baby Workout” and “Somethin’ Else” are two of the meatiest, tastiest chunks in the Wilson pie;
they freed him from the easy listening rut and offered credible challenges to the hot talent of the
time. An indispensable CD with plenty for the dancers amongst you.
Shake A Hand (with Linda Hopkins) / Manufacturers Of Soul (with Count Basie) (Diablo
DIAB 891)
The two “duets” albums are paired together for this particular CD. The first collection, a dozen
gospel spirituals going under the title of “Shake A Hand” issued (in the U.S. only) in July 1963.
However, we Brits had two singles issued from the album; ‘Shake A Hand’ backed with the nonalbum ‘Say I Do’ in ‘63 and ‘The Saints’/’Yes Indeed’ issued two years later. The album finds
Jackie in a soulful tête-à-tête with then label mate Linda Hopkins; a fine, gifted vocalist who, some
years later, starred in a play on the life of Bessie Smith which enjoyed a run on Broadway. “Shake
A Hand” wasn't the first occasion when Jackie and Linda worked together; the previous year an
excellent single 'I Found Love’/’There's Nothing Like Love’ sprang from the traps, sadly to little
punter response.
Gospel albums were a popular concept in the early Sixties; Little Richard and Ruth Brown had
issued interesting sets on Mercury and Jack Scott's “The Spirit Moves Me” album on Top Rank
rates as one of the finest gospel albums ever made by an essentially Rock’n’Roll artist. “Shake a
hand” is more than worthy of being included among such exalted company, as Jackie and Linda
seem to be having the proverbial ball on such standards as ‘Down By The Riverside’, ‘Dry Bones’,
‘Every Time I Feel The Spirit’, ‘He's Got The Whole World In His Hands’ (beats Laurie London!),
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‘Old Time Religion’, ‘Joshua Fit The Battle’, ‘Nobody Knows The Trouble I've Seen’, ‘Swing Low
Sweet Chariot’ and the standard ‘Do Lord’. So, all in all, a pleasant half-hour’s worth. Hallelujah!
Jumping forward a few years, to March 1968 in fact, the album “Manufacturers Of Soul” (or “Two
Much” as it was titled in the UK), like “Jackie Sings The Blues” before it, is a great idea poorly
executed. This time Jackie cherry picked eleven contemporary/soul hits and, instead of recording
them say, in Muscle Shoals with Jimmy Johnson, David Hood, Roger Hawkins and the Memphis
Horns, the whole shooting match took place in New York with the soulful backing of Count Basie
and his orchestra. For Chrissake why? Bill Basie is, of course, one of the finest swing bandleaders
of all time, but soul music?? With this in mind, imagine how the likes of ‘Respect’, ‘Uptight’ and ‘In
The Midnight Hour’ sound. Rather like Mica Paris with Joe Loss’s band. Only the ballads sound
convincing with reasonable amounts of respectability accorded Quincy Jones’ ‘Even When You
Cry’, ‘I Never Loved A Woman’, ‘Ode To Billy Joe’ and, in particular, ‘For Your Precious Love’.
After the monumental, majestic triumphs that were the “Whispers” and “Higher And Higher”
albums (reviewed later in this series) “Manufacturers Of Soul” was a damp squib. But it needn't
have been. Fortunately better, much better, was to come.
Soul Time/Soul Galore (Diablo DIAB 886)
“Soul Time” (another non-UK issue) and “Soul Galore”, released in April 1965 and June 1966
respectively, were commercially futile attempts to come to terms with the soul explosion that, by
then, was happening worldwide. Over at Motown, Jackie's former collaborator Berry Gordy, was
flying high with his stable of artists, by now including Stevie Wonder, Marvin Gaye, Smokey
Robinson, the Temptations and the Supremes. Atlantic/Stax waded in with the likes of Otis
Redding and Percy Sledge; James Brown had just started to achieve crossover success with King
records and, in addition to all of this, the Billboard pop charts had been almost completely
submerged in British artists of (mainly) limited talent.
So, if Jackie was finding it hard to score hits on the R&B chart, it was proving impossible to
register highly on the pop listings. Clearly a career rethink was needed but, for the moment, “Soul
Time” and “Soul Galore” (and betwixt the two the “Spotlight On J W” album) hit the shops. Nat
Tarnopol and Dick Jacobs just didn't seem to have an answer to the plethora of hot new stars who
had superseded Jackie and the albums seemed to reflect this dilemma. This is not to say,
however, that the material was poor; on the contrary “Soul Time” begins with one of the real
classics in the Wilson canon. ‘No Pity (In The Naked City)’, a brooding, dramatic opus with a
stunning vocal from Mr Excitement, didn't set the charts on fire when released as a single but the
biggest hits aren't necessarily the best songs. With ‘No Pity’ the minimalist backing is right on the
money and the overall effect is simply breath-taking. On this kind of material no one did it better
and to think that Jackie wrote it himself.
A country sound permeates ‘An Ocean I’ll Cry’ and ‘Teardrop Avenue’; not surprising perhaps as
the composers are ex-rockabilly Ronnie Self and Benny Joy respectively. The self-destructive Self
also wrote ‘Mama Of My Song’, surely the only out and out rocker recorded by Jackie. With more
than a hint of ‘I Got A Woman’ about it, this tune was also recorded by Carl Perkins for Decca in
1964 (now there's a thought; Jackie Wilson singing ‘Blue Suede Shoes’ or ‘Dixie Fried’). ‘Danny
Boy’ surfaces yet again; it has a truly impassioned vocal but I prefer the ‘58 model. (An aside;
Tony W informs me that a copy of the DeeGee ‘Danny Boy’ 78 was acquired by noted record
collector Ian Sadler not so long ago). The title track, ‘She'll Be There’ and ‘No Time Out’ are okay
if a little contrived. Jackie opens up the emotional throttle on ‘A Kiss, A Thrill And Goodbye’, ‘She's
All Right’ and ‘Better Play It Safe’ while interestingly, he follows the Billy Ward arrangement in his
reading of ‘Stardust’.
Turning to “Soul Galore”, the title track has, for some time, got ‘em leaping about in Cleethorpes
and Southport and other exotic locations. Of similar type are the JB inspired ‘Brand New Thing’,
‘So You Say You Wanna Dance’ and ‘3 Days, 1 Hour, 30 Minutes’, while ‘Stop Lying’ has a rather
un-soulful lilt to it. ‘Let Me Build’ builds nicely and there are some nice ballads in ‘What’s Done In
The Dark’ and especially ‘I've Gotta Get Back (Country Boy)’. The album is completed by the midtempo dancers ‘I Got My Mind Made Up’, ‘Everything’s Gonna Be Fine’ (both Tucker/Wilson
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compositions) and the fine ‘Your Loss, My Gain’. “Souls” “Time” and “Galore” then, had moments
of inspiration to be sure but, generally speaking, although Jackie Wilson remained a top live draw,
the record sales had slumped to an all-time low. The one-time trendsetter suddenly found himself
following them. Salvation was needed and, in the summer of 1966, it presented itself in the form of
the Chicago based producer Carl Davis.
Brian “Bunter” Clark

Bill Haley facing off with Chris Barber.
What might they be saying?
Answers on a postcard (or email) to the usual address.
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Chris Davies has been researching Jerry Lee's life before he went to Sun Records, and one
thread on Facebook concerned The Blue Cat Club.
This venue was down by the Mississippi River in
Natchez-Under-The-Hill in Silver Street. It was one
of the clubs where Jerry Lee Lewis played piano
and sung in the days before signing with Sun
Records in Memphis. Before the Second World
War it was notorious for being very rough and
rowdy, and it closed down. In the spring of 1949 it
was repaired, refurbished and reopened by a
group of professional musicians with the objective
of creating a non-rowdy venue to improve the
quality of live music in the area, according to a
local newspaper article of the time.
Jerry claims he played in the club from the age of
13 after quitting school. This is possible, as he
would have been 13/14 when the place was
reopened. According to Paul McPhail's 'Ferriday
Fireball' and Nick Tosches’ 'Hellfire' it was around
1955 when Jerry played there with Johnny Littlejohn
from whom he learned 'Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin'
On'. He joined Littlejohn's band and played The Dixie
Club, later renamed The Wagon Wheel. Jerry Lee
also played The Hilltop Club. It seems only The Blue
Cat Club has survived in some format. This is not to
be confused with the Blue Cat bar Keith Woods and
myself visited in the main part of Natchez in 1998,
which had no connection to the old club at all; the
people working there had never even heard of the
club.
However Keith and I did visit a very atmospheric bar in
Natchez-Under-The-Hill and were drinking bottles of Dixie and
Voodoo beer by the open window gazing out over the
Mississippi towards Louisiana as a dramatic thunderstorm
blew up. I will never forget that evening with the rain pouring
down and thunder roaring, lightning flashing. The place was
very run down, but in the corner was a grand piano and on the
wall around it were many photos in frames, some of Jerry Lee
Lewis. We felt sure he must have played in this bar, but what
we did not know was this was indeed the rebuilt, refurbished
Blue Cat Club, but now was just the Bar with No Name, as
locals seemed to call it. A visit to the gent’s restroom was like
stepping back to the 1920s or 1930s. It surely had not been
refurbished, the walls were green with age and an old condom
machine was on the wall, I just hope the contents have been
replaced since then. I took a photo of this, but felt it
inappropriate to put in my photo album!
On the wall in the bar was a notice probably dating from the
days of the Blue Cat Club which, according to Jerry Lee, did
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not become less rowdy than in its former incarnation. He described it as a very rough place with
'bullets flying, bottles flying, women flying, men flying'. The notice, still there on a second visit with
Kristof Fabry in 2002, read: 'Beware of pickpockets and loose women'. I hesitate to quote Quentin
Crisp here but a favorite quotation of his was: 'Never try to keep up with the Joneses; it is much
cheaper to drag them down to your level'. One cannot help wonder if acts like Jerry Lee managed
to do this, though the rather chic Magnolia Grill next door seems unaffected by the
unsophisticated downmarket bar next door.
This was definitely once a rough part of town, and one could imagine hookers, gamblers and
criminals frequenting the area - the Mississippi Casino boats are still moored there.
The ruin of the club is seen in 'I Am What I Am'
documentary on Jerry Lee, and in the 'Things That
Matter Most' clip from 'The Jerry Lee Lewis Show',
Jerry is seen entering the ruin, but it was restored
and extended in the 1980s by a property developer.
Originally the building had an upper story, but this
collapsed in the 1950s. In the 1980s renovation this
upper story was rebuilt with a balcony. This is how it
appeared on my two visits in 1998 and 2002. It looks
much the same in Google Streetview stills captured
today.

It seems from the photo of the side view of the club, captured from Streetview, that there may well
have been a further extension at the back since I last visited. I do hope that the ambience of the
bar itself has not changed, though the restroom could do with a dramatic refurbishment from my
last visit… and a new condom machine!
The best time to visit this bar is during a heavy thunderstorm,
hurricane or tornado like when Keith and I first came across this
historic place, then you can really drink in the atmosphere as you sip
your bottle of Voodoo beer, hoping your throat will not be cut by a
mugger or perhaps fending off, (or not as your wont may be) the
attentions of the loose women. I have to say we came across some
interesting characters there, but no obvious hookers or pickpockets.
Just a very atmospheric bar, but I wish we had known at the time that
this was the very Blue Cat Club where Jerry Lee played in the early
1950s and learnt one of his biggest hits from that old piano player and
singer.
Tony Papard
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This is the book that has sold 10 million copies, which is why I have
never read it.
Go into any branch of Waterstones and you'll find thousands of
paperbacks garnished with hyperbolic hogwash on the cover. This is
another one.
However, I saw a copy of the book in a charity shop, in very good
condition (what a surprise!) so I bought it.
First of all, I disagree with the title. This is not “A Brief History of
Time”. It is about scientific theories/discoveries concerning the nature
of reality and the Universe.
I thought Hawking was an atheist but the word “God” is scattered
throughout the pages like pepper. Even the last sentence reads “...for
then we shall know the mind of God”.
I read with amazement that this great thinker (presumably having an
off-day) attended a Vatican conference on cosmology, organized by the Jesuits (Jesus Christ!).
Why does he give credence to the Pope; a proven liar, conman and parasite, the leader of an
army of professional paedophiles?
I almost forgot. There are three short articles on the life and work of Einstein, Galileo and Isaac
Newton. I did understand these.
Neil Foster

I have several other QI publications and they are all endlessly
fascinating. In this one we learn that: "There are ten times as many
stars in the known universe as there are grains of sand in the world."
(p.87); "The human body has 100 trillion cells, each one a 10,000th the
size of a pinhead but containing enough DNA instructions to fill 1,000
600-page books." (p.102); "After Einstein died, his brain was pickled,
sliced into 240 cubes and left in a box marked 'Costa Cider' for 20
years." (p.114); "The trap-door ant has the fastest bite in the world: its
jaws close 2,300 times faster than a blink of an eye."; "QI is the most
commonly played word in Tournament Scrabble. It's pronounced
'chee' and means 'life force' or 'energy' in Mandarin."
However… on p.161, we read that: "In 2007, Robert Stewart of Ayr
was put on the Sex Offenders Register for having sex with a bicycle";
"In 1993, Karl Watkins of Redditch, Worcestershire, was jailed for
having sex with pavements." WHAATT?" Here's the strangest fact of
all: according to the authors, the sources for each fact can be found
online at www.qi.com/1227! No, I haven't checked those two, yet.
Neil Foster
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As the author states at the beginning: "Manners are simply an expression of
how we manage the tricky art of co-existing."
She gives advice on every social situation from table manners to speed
dating, dealing with your ex, avoiding trolls on Twitter, manners abroad, hand
gestures that might be misconstrued by foreigners and just about everything
else you never thought of.
Neil Foster

There are many books on conspiracy theories, leading to speculative “coverups”. This is one of the best I've read.
The author presents the claims made, assesses them objectively, even
reproducing relevant original documents. Sources of further information are
given. He then gives a numerical score of their likelihood. The final solution is
left to the reader.
Talking about the final solution: one of the favourite conspiracy theories is,
”It's all the fault of the Jews.” However, holocaust denial is a criminal offence
in Germany.
Neil Foster

As the book advises: "Don't chase it!" Wombats can run up to 25 miles per hour and stop dead in
half a stride. They kill their predators this way - the predator runs into the wombat's bum-bone and
smashes its face." Coming soon! "How to avoid books about wombat's bums. Don't read the
bloody things!"
Neil Foster
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I have mentioned this author before in TFTW and noted how readable he is on any subject he
touches. If you are any sort of writer, you need some books on English Usage and the history of
English to consult. These two are invaluable. Although published some time ago, they don't date.
Neil Foster

This book makes the point (often misunderstood) that Rock’n’Roll and
Teddy Boys did not co-exist. The music started in the UK about 1955/6;
the Teds were active from 1952/3. When I started the VRRAS (Vintage
Rock'n'Roll Appreciation Society) in 1971, I met quite a lot of original
Teds and attempted to find the truth behind the legend. Were they all
violent? Did they carry weapons? When did the fashion start? How?
Why? I also read as much as I could find on the phenomenon. After 10
years I realized that the only thing I could be sure of was this: "All Teddy
Boys liked to look smart."
Everything else was partially true, true for some Teds at some time and
place or untrue. This book fills in some of the gaps in my knowledge.
Chapters on Origins, Heyday, Slump, Revival, Teddy Boys Worldwide,
Interviews with original Teds and an account of The Scuttlers, gangs of
vicious youths aged between 14 and 18, who terrorised working class
areas of Manchester between 1860 and 1890. The illustrations are very interesting. I haven't seen
any of them before.
The last section of the book (Appendix 3 - Facts and Fiction) is a highly technical discussion of the
Teddy Boy clothing in great detail. A fascinating little book.
Neil Foster

An exhaustively-researched but often very depressing account of Teddy
Boy unrest (it's not the author's fault) and some good behaviour (p. 21012). It is only a minor point but I was interested in the belief of some
"rockers" (bikers) that they were descendants of the original Teds. My
brother is one of them and, like the commentator in this book, I don't agree!
"Teddy Boy International" is a list of world-wide versions of the Teds, from
the Japanese to the Germans, the French to the Australians, the Puerto
Ricans to the Danes and others. Even my hometown, Prescot, is
mentioned a few times.
Neil Foster
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In my last article, or rather my last confession, narrating how I viewed my very last blue movie.
Intoxicated by my eventual achievement, after years and endless hours diving on such genre, I
intended to take it a step further. “Sex, Drugs and Rock’n’Roll”. One down, two more to go... At
least that’s what I thought.
And of course, if internet porn was my only link to sex, my relation to drugs goes
as far as... coffee. Yes, coffee, if we exempt chocolate, is the only drug that I
used to indulge in. Actually, if I think about it, if I put coffee on a recreational
scale, coffee would be at the very bottom, mainly because I only used to drink it
(or better said consume it) at work.
You see, surviving by keeping afloat in the world of writing and publication is quite hard, therefore
I keep a 9 to 5 regular job that pays my bills. And no, I don’t sit in front of a computer but yes, it’s
mainly a service job, customer service at a hospital to be precise.
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From the minute I start to the very minute I finish, I will be next door to where nurses, health care
assistants and dietitians will come down, ring the bell and request special diets and meals for
patients at the wards. I am not doctor, I work in catering.
Just by the entrance door there is a coffee station; well, a table with an electric yellow scaling
kettle on top with a big can of instant granulated coffee accompanied by a few containers of white
sugar, brown sugar and milk powder and, of course, a bottle of milk would make a more accurate
description.
It must be Murphy’s Law; the instant I leave the place the bell will ring but while I stay rooted by
the door, time will slow down to a standstill. Therefore, to aid the passing of such dull intervals I
help myself to a cup of coffee.
Did I mention a can of instant granulated coffee yet? Well, picture a big can of
cheap instant granulated coffee. I work for the NHS after all. Such a beverage
cannot be gulped down without an additive; that is adding at least 4 spoons of
sugar, another 4 of milk powder and half the content with milk. All in a futile effort
to kill the flavour.
Unfortunately 250 ml of liquid will not last long but boredom will. Thus, another
cup will succeed followed by yet another in an endless succession.
Thanks, good old Lord, that I was hooked on such a mild substance, I am talking of an addiction of
cosmological proportions. Still my success in leaving hard-core pictures behind gave me the
necessary strength to tackle the problem.
And I can, now, proudly announce I have been clean for the most part of two, getting on for three
months. Not a single sip, not a single thought afterwards and, most incredibly, not a single
withdrawal symptom.
I still drink at work, sometimes juice, other times water but, more often than not, a cup of milk
along with a few spoons of sugar and milk powder, this time though, without the coffee. No more.
Not ever.
Again, Sex, Drugs and Rock’n’Roll. Two down, one to go.
Technically speaking it was quite easy after all. At first, I took the same approach as last time
when dealing with the adult film industry. Enlighten myself on the matter until I elevate myself high
enough to leave orbit and break the gravitational pull of it but with coffee in this particular case.
Or at least that was what I thought. Yes, I had been able to snap free from the shackles of both
erotic and caffeine intake. Again, I am not doctor; I had confused the symptom with the cause. No
sex, no drugs and a late and still poor contact with Rock’n’Roll had taken me on a path of
colourless, mind-numbing and tame life.
Oh, I had my cinema screenings, reviews and a whole other bunch of activities to fill my spare
time. But I had managed to make more time and I had an urgent need to fill the gap. I was not
aware of it by then but I had underestimated my worst enemy; boredom. Boredom can be eternal.
In search of a solution, I came up with YouTube, an infinite source of video content. And
contented I was with this new fountain of entertainment. The alternative seemed optimal at first.
Innocent and simple at the beginning, and frankly, quite useful. All sorts of tutorials from how to
change a bulb to how to re-install Windows 10, or even better how to switch to Linux based OS.
It started - but sooner rather than later a change had occurred. No longer sure if it was me or the
new-found media that was to blame. Slowly but surely, I was submerging myself in a bottomless
pool of media which was drowning me. My attention had shifted from harmless music, movie
trailers and science videos to news; from mastering both electrical engineering and computer
science to politics.
Quickly I was learning how to burn bridges, build walls and segregate my neighbour. I was getting
good at it. Screaming better than talking, jumping to conclusions without evidence.
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News clip flowed by more news clip, one after the other in a seemingly
endless loop, taking away hours of my sleep, reducing my
concentration and increasing my blood pressure. All the symptoms of
a heavy coffee drinker without having a single drop.
To counter measure this new turn of events, I decided to take drastic
steps. I should I say backsteps. I consciously and willingly backtracked
into porn. But the patch was not meant to last. Albeit my voluntary
relapse into porn would only last for a few minutes to ultimately get
bored again and consequently click on another YouTube video for the latest update.
To make matters worse, little by little my other leisure activities were experiencing a sharp decline.
The screen related one especially had taken a sharp fall; I was choosing YouTube over videogames, Netflix and most importantly, CINEMA!!
Fortunately, this tale has a good ending... Well, sure the Movie Picks column has suffered enough
this time. Amen, it has reached a new record low; no movies reviewed at all which is an
achievement in its own right!
But again, the good news is that I have beaten my last addiction. And most importantly, now I
know the trick. The same exact way I had beaten caffeine and porn without being aware.
Overexposure. Fighting fire with fire. Overuse. By consuming too much of, at first porn, then
coffee and eventually YouTube I overdid it, I became desensitised to being ultimately bored.
Killing boredom with boredom. Its ultimate fate.
There is one last lesson to take here. Sex, drugs and Rock’n’Roll? At least, I better keep
Rock’n’Roll, one cannot get addicted to such a therapeutic form of music, so I’d rather keep it as a
habit!

Marti Canal

The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Hi, back again Gang.
No doubt over the years if you’ve been
following my columns, or maybe in
conversation or email, you will have heard
me refer to my local pub, the Coach &
Horses in Soho. Of course, living in
Bromley, Kent it is not literally local, being
as it is a distance of around a dozen miles
from where I hang my hats. However, it
feels like my local, as simply for me it is
everything I want from a pub; nothing posh,
nothing trendy, just pints of real ale
available, wooden tables and chairs
nothing too comfy, most important no
canned music, no fruit machines, no
television, a few evenings a week a piano that sits below a front window, comes alive with sing
along songs from old time music hall, as well as popular songs old and new, some are familiar,
some are not, depending who is occupying the piano stool you get what you get.
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Come 23rd June that will all end; the piano that has rung out into the streets for decades will fall
silent, no doubt to be broken into manageable pieces and thrown into a skip, alongside famous
and infamous faces who adorn the walls, journalists, artists, actors, the depraved and the saintly,
it’s ancient furniture, all will be just a memory before June is out.
Philistine corporate giants have moved in, not content with destroying much of our capital city, and
the loss of over a dozen music venues, plus countless musical instrument shops, recording
studios, small independent businesses, book shops, art galleries and work spaces, regency
buildings, some stretching back more than two centuries. From the ashes of all this artistic
creativity rise five star luxury hotels, concrete and glass high-rise office blocks, luxury flats that so
successfully drive out free thinking, creativity, suppressing even the mildest of rebellion. Alleyways
and tiny parkland spaces disappear to be replaced by broad pedestrian walkways lined with CCTV
cameras watching our every move.
There is a petition to save the Coach & Horses; however if we were unable to save Denmark
Street, St Giles High Street and much of Charing Cross Road, and the demolition of sections of
the north end of Oxford Street has already began, what chance does a small pub tucked inside a
Soho side street stand?
It’s not just London; many cities in the UK are suffering the same fate, as well as in the US and
Europe, particularly Berlin. Soon all the heritage will be gone, unless people rise up against these
all conquering power crazed giants and I expect it will be left to the young to take to the streets in
an attempt to make their voices heard, retain just a little of what generations before took for
granted.
If you are in London anytime over the next couple of months, pop into the Coach & Horses, have a
pint, wine or spirit, stroke the cat who will no doubt be snoozing on a bar stool blissfully unaware
that his/her home is soon to be destroyed, sign the petition; if nothing else it will show them we
care.
Now before I get too angry, time to hand over to Dave “Jazz Junction” Carroll, for another of his
always eclectic roots music gig guides, no one does it better.
See you in June Gang.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
April 2019
8
Monday
Johnny Dowd
Gothic alternative country from Texan émigré to New York.
100 Club
£15.50 + fees
9
Tuesday
Bobby Rush
The Donald McGill of the blues, hopefully with one or two booty girls, continues to spread joy and good
music.
Jazz Cafe
£27.50 + fees
16
Tuesday
Mud Morganfield
A chip off the old blues block.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden Music 10.30 pm

£5
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17
Wednesday
The Good Lovelies
Canadian folk band “known for their three –part harmonies... and witty stage banter”.
Green Note at the Old Queen’s Head £15 + fees
18
Thursday
Mud Morganfield
A chip off the old blues block.
The Blues Kitchen, Brixton Music 10.30 pm

£5 (£7 door)

19
Friday
Daddy Long Legs
Dig out your fire-resistant suit and prepare to be blasted by the rockin’ blues of this US trio.
229 The Venue
£15 + fees
20
Saturday
The Seeds
“Two great chords – five great albums!” – An epitaph both premature and inaccurate.
229 The Venue
£25 + fees
25
Thursday
Shemekia Copeland
Singer who mixes blues and soul, and has a
reputation that continues to grow.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £25 + fees
May 2019
1
Wednesday
Odyssey
Scored a disco hit in 1977 by covering Frankie
Valli’s recording about someone born in the Big
Apple.
Jazz Cafe
£20 + fees
4
Saturday
Lee
Fields
&
The
Expressions
Retro soul that you can trust from singer who has
been doing it longer and better than most.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£26.60
(standing),
£29.40 (unreserved seating on level one)

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN

14
Tuesday
Danny Schmidt
Austin-based singer-songwriter with roots in
various strands of American folk music.
Green Note at the Water Rats
£12.50 + fees

Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.

17
Friday
Wreckless Eric
From 1978 and Stiff Records to 2018 and
‘Construction Time and Demolition’, “a career
high”.
100 Club
£17.50 + fees

Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com

18
Saturday
Sister Sledge
The two surviving sisters return to celebrate the
album ‘We are family’ (when there were four).
The Round House
£32-£45 + fees
19
Sunday
Madison Violet
Sweet harmonies from female Canadian folk duo.
Green Note at the Old Queen’s Head £15 + fees
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22
Wednesday
The Skatalites
Only vocalist Doreen Shaffer remains, but the music lives
on.
Nell’s Jazz & Blues £20 + fees

http://www.ukrock.net/

29
Wednesday
Dale Watson
‘Ameripolitan’ is his description of his music, although
‘alt. country’ suffices for most.
Jazz Cafe
£20 + fees
29
Wednesday
Yola
“Country soul” from Bristol by former member of Massive Attack.
The 100 Club
SOLD OUT
30
Thursday
Sonny Landreth
Not a native Louisianan, but he is known as ‘The King of Slydeco’. One for guitar-heads, I suspect.
Islington Assembly Hall
£27.50 + fees
June 2019
4
Tuesday
Cedric Burnside
Grandson of hill country blues legend RL Burnside.
Dingwall’s
£21.45
14
Friday
Betty Harris
Soul singer admired for her ’60s recordings, now enjoying the praise from the stage having ‘retired’ from
1970 to 2005.
The 100 Club
£25 + fees

Don't forget to book your tickets for Doug Kershaw and
Graham Fenton at the 100 Club on Sunday 16th June
20
Thursday
Justin Townes Earle
Singer-songwriter with a new album ‘The Saint of Lost Causes’ to promote.
Union Chapel
£17 + fees
July 2019
4
Thursday
Mavis Staples
After selling out last year, Mavis said ‘let’s do it again’, favouring us and the Innervisions Festival.
The Round House
£35-£45 + fees
13
Saturday
Amadou & Mariam with the Blind Boys of Alabama
Malian duo collaborates with the Blind Boys “for a new project fusing African pop with American gospel
singing”.
The Barbican
£20-£35 + fees
21
Sunday
Betty Wright
Tonight’s the night for fans of the distaff side of soul.
The Barbican
£35-£45 + fees
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £20 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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